
 

 



  



"Eat an\d Grow Thin"

B‘Y engaging high—priced  stars. to
i entertain the guests and by lav—
ishness in the floral decorations the cost
a plate of a dinner sometimes goes as
_high as $200, but these are—rare and
with a limited attendance.. Infact it is
uncommon for the figure to run as hlgh
as $100 a person, and this statement in—
cludes social affairs also. The average
cost of the dinner in this city is vari—
‘ously estimated by different maitres de

. hotel; it is generally placed\between $6
and $10 a plate."—N. Y. Times.

With all this talk of extravagance

and a spendthrift class, it is comfort—

ing to see so sane a jourgal as the New

— York Times come out for so conserva—

tive a thing as the truth. It proves how

wrong these wild rumors are by— quoting

figures. And how reassuring those fig—

ures are. It must be especially consol—

ingto our friends in the mills of Pater:

son and the mines in West Virginia to

know that "it is uncommon for the fig—

ure to run as high as $100 per person,"

and that the average cost of the dinner

is only $6 and $10 per plate, even in

some of our "big hotels."

From a standpoint of mere economy

some one ought to urge our hungry

compatriots in Colorado, Massachusetts

and Alabama to move at once to New

York. At a slight expense of $6 to $10

per plate they might follow Mr. Vance

Thompson‘s flesh—reducing recipe. They

‘might begin to ea’( and grow thin.

> tE :

Thé Newsdealer‘s Duty

EWSDEALERS should read thor—

oughly every copy of every maga—

zine they sell, according to Magistrate

Frothingham, of New York City. Abra—

ham Master, a newsdealer, had been ar—

rested on complaint of John S. Sumner,

the Vice Expert, for selling a copy of

Jim Jam Jews,  He told the magistrate

he didn‘t know it was

magistrate told him,it was his business

to knowwhat was in the magazines he

sold—an amusing conception of a news—

dealer‘s job! Andsuppose he made a

mistake in judgment—not everyonecan

find obscenity where Vice Expert Sum—

ner can! You have to have a peculiar

kind of a mind,. which an‘ ordinary

healthy newsdealer isn‘t likely to pos—

sess.

Education and Revolution

"obscene." The:

 

 

 

MOLOTOK
—the cigarette that soothes

and lingers in memory

MOLOTOK is an unusual cigarette
—its chief charm an_ indescribable
flavor—a flavor resulting from the
skillful combination of the finest
Turkish and Russian tobaccos, blend—
ed and rolled by hand, by well paid
and contented workers, expe.rts who
have joy in their work. :

MOLOTOK cigatettes are smooth
and satlsfymg—mxld yet full flavored

* and aromatic, with a bouquet like the /
finest importedcigarettes.  Their cap—

 tivating taste is quite different from
the ordmary commerclal cigarettes,

harsh in flavor, exploited and sold by
clever advernsmg

As dreamy as a Strauss waltz,

As pleasing as a canvas by Bakst,

As vividly enjoyable as the Russian
Ballet itself—

Each MOLOTOK is an exqulsntely
esthetic experience.

PRICES

100, packed in our special box, plain
tip, cork tip, gold tip or Russian
mouthpiece .. ...>..... d

Box of 50 (any style tip).

Box Lof 40 00. L one nc

Initials on cigarettes (100 or more)
no extra charge. Monograms (cost:
on fAifst offies). ... s ¥0 d on ot ts $1.00

Prices gladly quoted on special sizes.

RUSSIAN IMPORT CO.
832]Harrison Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, PA.  
   
 

 

 
The World‘s

Sixteen ,Crucified Saviors‘
By Kersey Graves

Price, postpaid, cloth, $1.65

This wonderful and exhaustive
.volume takes high rank in the
field chosen for it. The amount
of mental labor necessary to com—
pile and collate the varied infor—
mation contained in it was severe
and arduous, and now that it is
issued in a convenient shape the
student of Free Thought will not
willingly be without it. Through—
out the entire course of the book
the author follows a definite line
of research and argument, and his
conclusions, like sure arrows, go
straight to the mark.

Peter Eckler .Publishing Co.
Publishers of Free Thought Literature

F:O Box 1218 New York
— Send for catalogue      
 

Selected from
sTOKBS‘ HOLIDAY BOOKs

WITTE
ARRIVES

By ELIAS TOBENKIN

A faithful picture of the Jewish immi—
grant in America. ‘The author, himself an
immigrant, describes the impressions of a
boy brought from the Russian Pale to
America, his gradual forging ahead,
spurred on by the one great Fear, that of
losing his job, his eagerness to grasp op—
portunities, and finally his success. Seldom
has Jewish family life been so truthfully
portrayed.

"Its place in the worth while. library
should be near Mary Antin‘s ‘The Prom—
ised Land."—Chicago Herald.

"As rich and human a study of the Jew—
ish family in America as has yet been writ—

‘ ten."—Philadelphia Public; Ledger.
Cloth, 12mo, net $1.25.

The
SIX—POINTED CROSS

inthe DUST 4
ByJOHN ROLAND

The hero of this unconventional novel is
a modern knight—errant who travels the
length and breadth of Europe helping "not
goody—goody, pious people; they don‘t need
help, but fellows who are down on their
Tuck through their own fault, and who can‘t
get up again by thcrflselves Cloth, 12mo,
net $1.30.

The
G-RE&T UNMARRIED

A thoughtful, fearless treatment of the
grave social and moral problems created
under modern conditions by the involuntary
celibacy of a vast number of women and
the pseudo—celibacy— of men. The work
makes clear the false and dangerous posi—
tion of a society that advocates matrimony
with one breath and imposes hindrances
with the next, placing a premmm on the
single state. Cloth 8v0, net $2.2

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY
Publishers a New York   
 

eneimiminimimieineiannnninnnes.

i A Christmas Present— |
lasting throughout the year.

A subscription to the Masses will
solve some of your holiday prob—
lems. Send us the name and address
and we will mail a Christmas card to

T is the aim of progressive education

to take part in correcting unfair

privilege and unfair deprivation, not to

perpetuate them.—John Dewey in "De—

mocracy and Education."

&

EVERY AUTHOR AND WRITER should be a member { 4 j i
of l|§ur association which secures for you better service, arrive Christmas morning announcing
justice from editors, better remuneration, quick recog. the subscription and your gift.
nition and GUARANTEES PUBLICATION. Mem— P 2 € s
bership fee of $1 gives you certificate, official organ
one:seer and all pritizege, Perbicuiere free: AInfor, THE MASSES

U mmosasmamsosmensmsesenmsmanss za=s: zaa=
mational Authors Association, Dept. M, Wilton Junc—
tion, Towa.    
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ENDYMION, OR ON THE BORDER
John Reed

shacks and a two—story frame store, scattered in the

brush in the desolate sand—flat along the Rio Grande.

. Northward the desert goes rolling gently up against the

fierce, quivering blue, a blasted and silent land, The flat brownt

river writhes among its sand—bars like a lazy snake, not a hun—

‘dred yards away. Across the river the Mexican town of Ojin—

aga tops its little mesa—a cluster of white walls, flat roofs, the

cupolas of its ancient church—an Oriental town without a mina—

ret. South of that the terrible waste flingsout in great uptilted

planes of sand, mesquite and sage—brush, crumpling at last into

a surf of low sharp peak% on the horizon.

In Ojinaga lay the wreck of the Federalista army, driven

out of Chibuahua by the victorious advance of Pancho Villa,

and apathetically awaiting his coming here} by the friendly bor—

der. Thousands of civilians, scourged on by savage legends of

the Tiger of the North, had accompanied the retreating soldiers

across that ghastly four hundred miles of burning plain. Most

of the refugess lay camped in the brush around Presidio, happily

destitute, subsisting on the Commissary of the American Cav—

alry stationed here; sleeping all day, and singing, love—making

and fighting all night.

The fortunes of war had thrust greatness upon Presidio.  It

figured in the news dispatches telephoned to the outer world

by way of the single Army wire. Automobiles, gray with

desert dust, roared down over the pack—trail from the railroad,

seventy—five miles north, to corrupt its pristine innocence.

.

A

handful of war—correspondents sat there in the sand, cursing,

and twice a day concocted two—hundred—word stories full of

sound and fury.  Wealthy hacendados, fleeing across the bor—

der, paused there to await the battle which should decide the

fate of their property. Secret agents of the Constitutionalistas

and the Federal plotted and counter—plotted all over the place.

Representatives of big American interests distributed retaining

fees, and sent incessant telegrams in code.  Drummers for

_munition companies offered to supply arms wholesale and retail

to anyone engaged in or planning a revolution. Not to mention—

as they put it in musical comedy programs—citizens, Rangers,

deputy Sheriffs, United States troopers, Huertista officers on

furlough, Customs officials, cowpunchers from nearby ranches,

PRESIDIO, TEXAS, is a collection of a dozen adobe

. miners, etc.

Old Schiller,. the store—keeper,  went  bellowing

around with a large revolver— strapped to his waist. Schiller

was growing rich. He supplied food and clothing and tools and

medicines to the swollen population; he had a monopoly on the

freighting business; he was rumored to conduct a poker game

and private bar in the back room; and sixty men slept on the

floor and counters of his store for twenty—five cents a head.

I went around with a bow—legged, freckle—faced cowboy named

Buchanan, who had been working on a ranch down by Santa

Rosalia, and was waiting for things to clear up so he could go

back. Buck had been three yéirs in Mexico,»but I couldn‘t

discover it had left any impréssion on his mind—except a

grievance against Mexicans for not speaking English; all his

Spanish being a few words to safisfy his natural appetities.

But.he occasionally mentioned Dayton, Ohio—from which city

he had fled on a freight—train at the age of twelve.

He seemed to be a common enough type down there; a

strong, lusty body, brave, hard, untroubled by any spark of fine

feeling. But I hadn‘t been with him many hours before he be—

gan to talk of Doc. According to Buck, Doc was. Presidio‘s

first citizen; he was a great surgeon, and more than that, one

of the world‘s best musicians. But more remarkable than

everything, to me, was the pride and affection in Buck‘s voice

when he told of his friend. ® ;

"He kin set a busted laig with a grease—wood twig and a

horse—hair riata," said Buck, earnestly. "And curing up a

trant‘ler bite ain‘t no more to him than taking a drink is to

you or me. And play—say! Doc kin play any kind of

a thing. By God. I guess if anybody from New York or

Cleveland was to hear him tickle them instruments, he would

be a—setting on the Opera House stage right now, instead of in

the sand at Presidio!"

I was interested. "Doc who?" I asked.

Buck looked surprised. "Why, just Doc," he said.

After supper that night I plowed through the sand in the—

direction of Doc‘s adobe cabin. It was a still night, with great

stars. From somewhere up the river floated down the sound

of a few lazy shots. All around in the brush flared the fires

of the refugee camps; women screamed nasally to their children

to come home; girls laughed out in the darkness; men with

spurs "ka—junked" past in the sand; and like an accompani—

German
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ment in the base sounded the insistent mutter of a score of
secret agents conspiring on the porch of Schiller‘s store. Long
before I came near, I could hear the familiar strains of the
Tannhauser overture played on a castrated melodeon; and im—
mediately in front of the house, I almost stumbled over a double
row of Mexicans, squatting in the sand, wrapped to the eyes
in serapes, rigidly listening. .

Within the one white—washed room, two U. S. cavairy. officers
sat with their eyes closed, pretending to enjoy what they con—
sidered  "high—brow". entertainment.

_

They had been cight
months on the Border, far from the refinements of civilization,
‘and it made them feel "cultured" to hear that kind of music.
Buchanan, smoking a corn—cob pipe, lay stretched in an arm—
chair, his feet on the stove, his glistening eyes fixed with frank
enjoyment on Doc‘s fingers as they hopped over the keys. Doc
himself sat with his back to us—a pathetic, pudgy, white—haired
little figure. Some of the melodeon keys produced no sound at
all; others a faint wheeze; and the rest were out of tune. As
he played he sang huskily, and swayed back—and forth as one
rapt in harmony.

It was a remarkable room. At one end stood the wreck of
‘an elaborate glass—topped operating—table.. Behind it, a case of
rusty surgical instruments—the top shelf full of pill bottles—
and a book—case containing five volumes: a book of Operatic
Selections scored for the piano, part of a volume of Beethoven‘s
Symphonies arranged for four hauds,fl two volumes on Practical
Diagnosis, and The Poems of John Keats, morocco—bound, hand—
tooled; and worn. There was a desk, too, piled with papers.
And all around the rest of the room were musical instruments
in various stages of desuetude; concertina, violin, guitar, French
horn, cornet, harp. A small Mexican hairless dog, with a
cataract in one eye, sat at Doc‘s feet, his mose lifted to the
ceiling, howling continuously. %
Doc played more and more furiously, humming as his gnarled

fingers jumped about over the keyboard. Suddenly, in the midst
of a thundering chord, he stopped, turned half around to us,
and stretching out his hands, miumbled through his whiskers :
"M‘ hands are too small!  Every damn thing‘s wrong about

me somewheres. Aye!" He sighed. "Franz Liszt had short
fingers, too. Hee!. Not like mine. No short fingers in the
head .. .. .‘ his words ran off into indistinguishable mumbling.
Buck brought his feet down with a crash, and slapped his

knee.

"God, Doc!" he cried. "If you had big hands I don‘t know
what in hell you couldn‘t do!"

Doc looked dully at the floor. The little dog put his feet
upon his lap and whimpered, and the old man laid a trembling
hand on his head. The two officers awkwardly took their leave.
Presently Doc lit up a great pipe, grumbling and groaning to
himself, the smoke oozing out of his mustache, nose, eyes and
«ars.

With a sort of reverence Buck introduced me. Doc nodded,
and looked at me with blearylittle eyes that didn‘t seem to see.
His round, puffy face was covered with a white stubble; through
a yellow, ragged mustache came indistinctly the ruins of a culti—
vated articulation. .He smelt strongly of brandy.
"Aye—you‘re not one of. these—sand—fleas umbleumbleumble,"

he said, blinking up at me. ~"From the great world. From the
#reat world. Tell ‘em my name is writ in water umbleumble."

No one knew anything about him except what he had dropped

when drunk, He himself seemed to have forgotten his past.

The Mexicans, among whom most of his practise was, loved
him devotedly, and showed itby paying their bills. He always

made the same charge for any medical service—setting a frac—

ture, amputating a limb, delivering a child, or giving a dose of

couéh»syrup—twenty»fiye cents. But he had spoken of London,

Queen‘s Hall, the Conservatory of Music, and of being in India

andEgypt, and of coming to Galveston as head of a hospital.

Beyond that, nothing but the names of Mexican cities, of un—

ktiown people. All that Presidio knew of him was that he had

come across the border nameless and drunk during the Madero

revolution, and had stayed there nameless and drunk ever since.

"On the Maidan!" said Doc suddenly, "Riding in their car— .

riages (" And I—here.. . ._."~ He rumbled on for a while,

and hiccoughed. "Yes, it killed her, but I wasn‘t—"

I sat talking with him, trying to strike upon some key that

wotld unlock his life, j f* 4
"I hear you have been connected with the London Conserva— ;

tory of Music." a

He leaped to his feet, clenching both fists, and iglared around.

"Who said that?" he roared. Then he sat down again. ‘And

now I am an old tramp doctor in Presidio!" he finished, and

chuckled without bitterness. * & y
I tried him with Egypt, and he said, "In those days there

was a forest of masts in Alexandria roadstead—thick. &

Then I spoke of India,—but he only muttered, "In Darjelling—

at the big deodar on the lawn. Oh God umbleum—

blesu 110 % i

"Galveston!" he cried, and straightened up.— "Yes I was in

Galveston when the flood—My wife was drowned. . . ." He
said this without much feeling, and rising, went unsteadily to

the book—case ard took down one of the Practical Diagnosis

books, which he browght back to me as a child might have
done. On the fly—leaf was the date "Galveston, September 18,
1901," and newspaper clippings about the flood were stuck
crazily underneath. I took it back to the book—case, and care—
lessly picking up the Poems of John Keats, opened it.

.

Inside

the cover was writteri, in ink that had almost faded:

June, 1878

To Endymion—

With my body and soul—

A. delt. K. .

«

Endymion—he! To what woman was that battered old wreck
ever Endymion? 1878. In his middle twenties, perhaps—beau—
tiful, ‘a dreamer.

I heard a sort of moaning snarl, and looked up to see Doc
upon his feet, bent over and pecring at me strangely.
"What have you got?

.

What have you_ got?" he almost .
screamed.  "Put it down. . . .". As he came lurching at me,
I slipped the book back in the case. He grasped my two hands
and lifted them up to his eyes, then dropped them and turned.

"Nothing," he mumbled. "I had forgotten. . T lostit
in Monterey. .. .. ."

.

He stood still, muttering to himself.
"Now what brought her back—drowned for thirty years?  Well,
drown her all over again!" He went to the corner and got a
black bottle and tilted it to his lip‘s. Then he reached—down
among his instruments and pulled out an old accordion, and
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Drawn by Cornelia Barns,

Mrs. Wilson: ‘"Ye notice me husband stands for the wurkin‘ people."

Mrs. Hughes: "Yes, an‘ mine, too, Mrs. Wilson. It‘s a great country."    
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sitting down in his chair again, began suddenly to play what

could be recognized as Beethoven‘s Third Symphony.  It ‘was

startling.

But he 'played'only a minute; stopped, shook his head and

sighed. —"Eroica!" he said. _ "Eroica!" Umbleumbleumble.

What do you sand—fleas know about high tragedy?, I‘m getting

old and I‘ve hunted all my life and never found—" From what?

Fame? Wealth? Love? Truth?

The next evening wehad supper, Buchanan, Doc and I, in a

one—room Mexican restaurant, whose proprietor had once owned

a little ranch across the river which Enrique Creel sold to

William Randolph‘ Hearst and pocketed the proceeds. As big,

brown men, booted and spurred, came in, each one stopped at

the head of the table to say "Howdye Doc!: How ya coming?"

The Mexican waiter served Doc first, and when a rich cattlemn

wh't;)had motored in that morning began cursing him for,a

lazy Greaser, one of the Rangers leaned over and tapped hind

on the arm.

"Doc gets his first, stranger," he said quietly.

you kin put your foot in the trough."

Doc had risen late, tormented by the fires of hell, and

though he hagt already gulped down about a quart of aguardiente,

— it hadn‘t yet taken effect. He was black and silent, answering

the gre}ngs with a grunt.

Next"to me sat a brisk Jittle man with a retreating chin, a

denizen of cities. He was agent for the Crayon Enlargement

Home Portrait Company, of Kansas City, Mo., and was greatly

pleased with the amount of business he had done in Presidio,

taking pictures and getting orders from the Mexicans.  The

table sat listening to his piping little boasts with grave faces

and insides full of mirth.  As Buck explained to me afterward,

a Mexican loves to get his picture taken; and a Mexican

will order anything, or sign his name to anything—but he

won‘t pay for it.

"Mexicans are fine subjects for photography," the agent—was

saying, enthusiastically.  "They will hold a pose for fifteen min—

utes without moving—"

Doc suddenly lifted his head, rumbled a little and said dis—

tinctly, ;

"That is why I didn‘t have mine finished., It was hard work

to pose for Freddie Watts umbleumbleumble."

"You mean in London?" I asked quickly.

"Hampste‘d," answered Doc, absently.

Hampste‘d. 2

So if Doc hadn‘t been tired of posing, his portrait might be

hanging with those of William Morris, Rossetti, George Mere—

dith, Swinburne, Browning, in the National Gallery!

"Did you know William Morris?" I said, breathlessly.

"A damned prig!" shouted Doc suddenly, beating his fist on

the table. Eagerly I asked him about the others; but he went

on eating, as if he didn‘t hear. "Dilletantes—an age of petty

amateurs!" he cried finally, and would say no more.

The Crayon Enlargement agentitapped his head to the com—

pany and jerked a thumb at Doc. "Non—compos, ain‘t he?" he

remarked with a knowing grin. "Bats in his attic, hey?" A

prolonged hostile stare met his eyes. Down at the foot of the

tablea taciturn cowboy pointed a piece of bread at him, and

remarked briefly:

"After that

"His studio was in

THE MASSES

"You wooden—headed cabrifo, you better close up. Doc here‘s

a friend of mine, and he‘s forgot more‘n you‘ll ever know."

Doc never seemed to notice. But as we went ‘outside after—

ward I heard him mutter something about "sand—fleas."

.

We

walked over toward a little shack where a pool—table had been

set up, and I tried to find out just when he had dropped out

of "the great world." He 1esponded to the name of Pasteur,

but Ebrlich, Freud and the other modern medical names I

Knew evidently meant nothing to him. In music, Saint—Saens

was evidently an interesting youngster and no more; Straus,

Debussy, Schoenberg, even Rimsky—Korsakoff, were Greek to"

him.  Brahms he hated, for some reason. %

There was a game on in the pool—room when wecame in,

but some one set up a shout "Here comes Doc!" and the players

laid down their cues. Doc and Buchanan played on the ricketty

table, while I sat by. The old man‘s game was magnificent;

he never seemed to miss a shot, no matter how difficult, though

he could hardly see the balls. Buck hardly got a chance to

shoot.  Around the walls on the ground sat a solid belt of

Mexicans in high wide sombreros, with serapes of magnificent

faded colors, great boot buckles and. spurs as big as dollars.

When Doc made a good shot a chorus

:

f soft applause came

from them. When he fumbled and dropped his plpe ten hands

scrambled for the honor of retrieving it. . f

In the soft, deep, velvety fight we started home through the

sand. We had gone a little distance when. Doc suddenly

stopped.

"Here, Tobey! Here, Tobey!" he cried, swaying and peering

around in the dark.  "I‘ve lost my little dog. I wonder where

that little dog is? I guess he must be back at the pool hall.

Here, Tobey! I‘ve got to go back.and find my little dog." V

"Hell, Doc," said Buck impatiently, "your dog‘ll come back

all right. Let me go and get him for you. You‘re tired."

Doc shook his head, mumbling. "I‘ve got to find my little

dog," he said, "nobody can find—anything for me.  Eachhas

got to seek—alone unbleumble," and he turned back.

Buck and I squatted down by the trail and lit cigarettes.

Around us the thick, exotic night was rich with sounds and

smells. Buck abruptly began to speak;

"I don‘t remember nothing about my father," he said, "except

he was a son of a b But I thought all old men was like

him; in fact, I never met a real man or any other kind of man

who wasn‘t out for himself, until I run across Doc. All this

Christian bunk never was nothing to me until now. But this

Doc, he‘s got a kind of combination of awful goodness and

just suffering like hell all the time that—well, I don‘t know,

but I—I—love that man. And great—he‘s a great man! I know

that. He‘s big all through. Some damn fools around here say

he‘s crazy; but I sometimes think all the rest of us is. He‘s

drunk all the time, Doe is, but everything he says, even the

wildest things, somehow hit me way deep down like God‘s truth."

Buck stopped, and we saw the chunky little figure of Doc

loom up staggering in the dark, with Tobey trotting at his heels.

We‘got up silently‘and walked along, one on each side of him. _

He didn‘t seem to notice us, mumbling and hiccoughing to him—

self. But suddenly he heaved a tremendous sigh, threw out

both arms, and with his poor dim eyes on the sky, said:

"Heigh—ho! Night for the Gentiles is day—time for the Chil—

dren of Israel!"
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THE INSTIGATORS ¢ *
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* |
Prawn by Arthur Young

«s

"The animosity which nations reciprocally entertain is nothing more than what the policy of their : |

governments excite to keep up the spirits of their system. Eacl} government accuses }he other of per— i

fidy, intrigue, and ambition, as a means of heating the imaginations of their respective nations, and 7

incensing them to hostilities. MAN IS NOT THE ENEMY OF MAN, but through the medium of f

a false government."—Thomas Paine.

The Returns
THE Kaiser has bestowed the order of the Oak Leaf upon

the Crown Prince for his exploits at Verdun. Thus dis—

appointing the large contingent which was voting for poison ivy.

 

IT begins to look as if Roumania would go down in history as

a former nation which hesitated two years and then guessed

wrong:
 

IS it imagination or has there been less tallk about the wrongs

of Belgium since the Alli¢s stepped on Greece? ‘ \

 

THE striking Standard Oil workers should not take too seri—

ously Young, John Ds statement that, "it is persistency

that wins things these days." He ‘didn‘t mean what they mean.

 

EITHER does the phrase, "He kept us out of war," apply

to Bayonne, New Jersey.
tpvtmrice

AS we understand the Republican position, the cost of living

has risen faster than wages. under this Democratic ad—

ministration and it was damnable of the railway workers to try

to do anything about it.
 

w “HOW do you do?" said Taft. ."How do you do?" said

TE t

Of course it may have been an accident, but one paper which

chronicled this stirring scene surmounted it by the weather re—

port, "Partly cloudy. Winds mostly northeast."

 

F Ww. WHITRIDGE; President of the Third Avenue Railroad

* system, who is many people‘s unfavorite writer, has an—

nounced that if his employees do not come back to work they

will forfeit their accident insurance policies. But why have ac—

cident insurance policies if you do not have to travel on the.

Third Avenue?
 

HE New York Times professes great admiration for this

simile by J. Adam Bede: "The Republican Party is much

in the same position as the farmer boy who routs bossy out from

a sound sleep that he may warm his feet where she has been

lying." Yet some people who thought highly of a party would

hate to have it compared with a sleepy cow.

 

MORE than twelve thousand took the cure at—Plattsburg this

past summer, and figures are being worn again by some

of our rotundest citizens.
 

¢¢T T is idle fancy for the Republicans to waste their time in

thinking of ny attempt or endeavor to lure us back into

any organization they have made of such a character that no

honest man can be in it." This statement was made shortly

after the tor2 election and no prize will be offered to persons

guessing the name of the author.

AID the German chancellor: "A German statesman who

would hesitate to use against" the British every available

instrument of battle that would really shorten the war, should

be hanged."  Introducing hanging as a cure for hesitation.

 

A S this is written the stirring contest between the unhyphen—

ated and the undiluted Americans has not been finished,

but we are not afraid to hazard a prophecy as to the result.

 

IT looks like Tweedledec.
Howarp Brusaxer.
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A SPOKESMAN FOR THEBROTHERHOOD
t LLOWING are extracts from a letter written by a Rail—

road worker, the son of a freight engineer, to a friend

who grew up with him in the little railroad town of

E , lowa. The friend, daughter of a passenger

engineer, went away to college and hecame a doctor. After

years of separation from railroad affairs, an article about the
approaching Strike came to her attention, and she suddenly
realized what it meant to her. Her father‘s wages had paid her

~ way through college, and she still depended upon that source
of aid until she could support herself by her practise.  But if

the. Brotherhoods struck, her father, who would retire on a

pension within a year, would lose his pension; and she would

beherself forced to give up her profession.. . The thought of
this made her write to her old friend F——. This is his
answer : 4

"Your létter was something of a shock to me, for it showed

me, in a way I never before realized, how far apart we are

in thO\lght—espécially with reference to the great question

that has been before the country,in the past few weeks—a

something that might have affected your life, but which should

have had your loyal support on account of the good that the

Brotherhood has brought into your life and the lives of so

many others.

"I wonder if you have ever in your whole life given the
Brotherhood credit for the fact that you have been able to

graduate from two colleges, that you have been able to control

your goings out and your comings in,‘

sheltered from many a jolt. Well, it is this Brotherhood that

has made possible to you and many others these things, be—

cause it has enabled our Passenger men to make the splendid

wages they are now making, becatise they were backed by a

bunch of loyal Freight men.

"A Freight man has never seen the time when he could do

these things for his people, because the pay received by the

Freight men is so small, and their hours of service so long,

that they are lucky to keep even. Do not lose sight of the fact

that if this matter had come to a strike and we had lost, the

Passenger man would have paid his share of the toll, as well

as the Freight man, for, without the Brotherhood, the men

now on Passenger would be drawing the wages of motormen.

"I have just seen the Annual Labor Day Parade go by, and

it was an inspiring sight to me. Did you ever look at such a

parade and realize what Organized Labor ‘has done for the

workers of this country? This pa;’ade, however, wondéerful as

it was, brought to me—in the strongest kind of way—the rotten

wages that our Freight men are compelled to work for. Some:

thing like 300 colored hod—carriers passed me and each one was

drawing 59%4 cts. per hour, when the average wage of the man

on Freight is only’4o cts. per hour.

"The whitewings who sweep our streets in this city get 4%%

cts. more per hour than I ever made running a switch engine,

and other Tabor—such as painters, carpenters, and electricians,

are way ahead of the switch and Freight engineer when it comes

to wages. And these people do not have to stand the expense

to which the Freight engineer is put; because the painters,

etc, go home after the day‘s work, while the Freight engineer

that you have been —

is at the other end of his line, and has to pay restaurant pnces

for badly—cooked food at mealtimes.

"You can imagine where we would be today if the engineers

of the past had lacked backbone enough to demand: what was

coming to them; and even as they had to make their sacrifices

to give us what little we are getting today, so we should be

willing to make some sacrifice today for the men who are to

follow us on the xoad. It is only by working as no other class

of labor has to work, that the Freight men are able to get along

at all. What good is a man after he has put in from 15 to 30

hours on the modern Freight hog? Just look back on all your

and try to recall how often you

The long

youthful years in E 3

have ever seen a Freight man at any social affair.

hours take all the life and ambition out of a man, and also all

the joy of living. We who have always lived in a railroad town

think that it is perfectly natural that a man work 16 hours a

day—but is it?

"You ask what is the Strike about, and who is responsible

for it, and whether conditions are desperate enough to warrant

such a desperate course. Conditions are always desperate when

a movement of this kind is on. There is no fun in a movement

of this kind, and the m&n realize all that it means before they

go into it. When you have to struggle day after day and year

after year for the right to get a few hours sleep—when your

system is positively poisoned by fatigue—and when you can get

redress only by striking—thep it is time to strike, and bad

enough to warrant such a desperate course. .

"You ask why we are not willing to arbitrate and take any—

thing to avert such a~disaster. In the pas. we have arbitrated

and arbitrated and arbitrated, and we got just about as much

as the little boy shot at. What few things the so—called

‘meutral‘ arbitrator was willing to give us, we have found it

almost impossible toget into effect by the railroads ; and anyway,

the way the arbitration boards are now made up makes the

«decision simply dependent upon the say so of the neutral arbi—

trator, and he is never a member of the working—class.

"I wish you could follow up the many deaths among our

members, and you will find the greater per cgnt of our men are

dying from mental and nervous diseases, and the number of

suicides that we have are appalling. A few months ago T found

that there were four suicides and four deaths from paresis in
one month. Last month we had three suicides, and this month,

‘or rather August, we had one.

"Men are not committing suicide for fun; neither are they
making nervous wrecks of »themselves for fun; and if the
Railroad companies continue to take all of a man‘s nervous
energy and vitality,let them pay for it. The average life of a
Freight ‘engineer is less than twelve years—that is, from the
time he joins us until he or his heirs collect his insurance.
"Only six men out of every one hundred who start at the

bottom ever become Passenger engineers, andout of every one
hundred men who start as firemen only seventeen ever become
engineers, and thirfy—five per cent of our men are Rilled! (Nice,
easy business, isn‘t it?) ‘

"In 1915 we had 11 suicides, 9 paresis, 34 cerebral hemorrhage,
and during the year we paid 857 deaths and total disability 
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»claims, each claim for from $1,500 ‘to $4,500. Do you wonder
that we want, and have to have, good wages, working under the
conditions: we c‘c, and considering the fact that no Insurance

company excebt our own will carry us?

& Too many years of your life have taken you away

from the worker and his problem. I know, of course, that

men and women in the professions have their work to do, and

work that often makes their hearts and heads ache; but the

worker has one ache in addition to these aches, and that is the

back—ache. P

"There are three institutions who do not understand the

worker‘s problem, although they think they know all about it—

and they are the Corporation, the Church, and ‘the College.

"The Corporation looks on us as a lot of Oliver Twists always

asking for more. But why shouldn‘t we ask for a comfortable

living when labor produces all wealth? You know the Bible

speaks of muzzling the ox that treads out the corn. Well, we

have been muzzled, but we are now taking the muzzle off,
thanks to Organized Labor. A lot of good people are always

so afraid that Labor will abuse its power, but they never stop

to think that the other side has been abusmg its power for

centuries.

"Next comes the Church. For centuries it has been telling

the laborer to be ‘obedient to those in authority,‘ and promising

us a Heaven sometime in the future; when it is not a future

BEREFT
O H, brown Earth, warm and fragrant,

Make soft her tiny bed,

Oh, great Winds, inthe darkness

Move gently overhead—

.‘Be kind, you waving grasses

‘She gathered baby—wise,

And all you buds and blossoms,

Rest lightly on her eyes.

Oh, mothers, to your bosoms

Fold close and safe your own—

My little babe is sleeping

Beneath the stars . . . alone.

— RAIN IN THE CITY
IST a....and you.. .. .

And in the pale, dim lights—your eyes,

Calling me low:

And in the drops of my eyelids—your kisses

Touching me softly:

And in the drops on my eyelidg—your kxsses

Caressing me gently.
Martha L. Wilchinsky.

is IT

Heaven that concerns us, but, aliving today. Until the Church

gets away from the sentimental slop it has been handing out so

long, it will never be.able to do ‘anything for the worker.

The Church has never been bchind any real reform; as far

as it is concerned we would have Child Labor all over the

country. The o}xly Child Labor laws we have have come to

us through the work of the Labor Organizations.

"Now for the College. From President Eliot® down I never

heard of a College President who had any use for Organized

Labor, or the real rights of any kind of Labor; and as—a natu—

ral consequence the students gets the same ideas.

"The College man thinks it great sport to scab on a labor

organization; and in case of trouble, if it happens in vacation,

the employers can always find a bunch of students to scab.

T‘ll admit that a few students work their way through College;

but most students are in College because they were lucky in

picking out their parents.

"Sonie months ago our street car men here were asking for

an increase in wages. One morning I met a friend on the car—

he was a College man and a Preacher‘s son—and he was com—

plaining that he, a single.man, could hardly get along on $100

a month; and in the next breath he was berating the street—car

mén for asking for enough to live on! . Just as though they

were not as much entitled to a comfortable living as he? . . ."

*"The seab is the Real American hero."—Pres. Eliot.

TABLES
NCE the altar was sacred;

But now, I think, it is the table.

For across tables
Go the words, the looks, the blinding flashes of

thought

That are truly the race‘s history.

Fellow—lovers and fellow—poets

Lean their arms on these white surfaces,

And bending forward oblivious above the scattered

silver,

Enkindle each other‘s souls.

I have never got from a pulpit

What I have got from tables.

I have never been so stirred in the greenwood

As at these curious utban trysting—places. 4

Nor do I think that heaven itself

Will wholly answer to my need

Unless in obscure streets and squares and avenues

And purlieus outlying the Pillared Place

There are little cafés‘ ,

Where across tables
Blessed angels whisper wonderful and incredible

secrets to one another.

Arthur Davison Ficke.

e
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Utoplan Reallty
ALTER LIPPMANNhas written in the New Republic an

able attack upon utopians. He has shown that people

who picture a revolutionary ideal without reference to the ex—

isting reality, and without suggestion of a method of pro—

cedure towards the ideal, have a "comparatively easy and primi—

tive kind of vision."

. "The modern imagination," he says, "has a harder task to

éerform. «1ts work is to abolish the old dualism of fact and

fancy in which existence lay inert and unresponsive to the kiss

of hope. Vision to—day will compel no one if the hope is ex—

travagant or the fact distorted; and they see the world most

effectively who see reality Iuminous in a cold dry light dissoly—

ing into a warm aura of probabilities. . . . s

"Only by living in that fringe where reality and desire play

against each other do we escape the staleness which perfection

suggests. The kind of vision men are practicing to—day may

account for the style they use, for that tone of nimble. and

varied aggression which some call brilliant and others smart."

This is a very good apologia of Walter Lippmann‘s, and also

a clear and instructive exposition of the practical way to think.

Walter Lippmann is a brilliant teacher. He has taught the

readers of the New Republic in this article the folly.of feeding

their hopes upon utopian ideals. Now I wish)he would Srrite

another article, as cleverly satirical and as clear as this, teach—

ing them the folly of feeding their hopes upon a utopian con—

ception of reality. For that is a far more general and more in—

sidious and more vtterly wasteful kind of utopianism than the

other. And since he has used "some of the writers in Tr®

Masses" as an example of the ideal utopians; he might use

some of the editors of the New Republic as an example of the

real utopians. For they do feed their hopes upon a utopian

conception of reality.

They have never any of them faced the hard and biting fact

that economic self—interest is a dominating force in all history.

They still live in a world in which fundamental democratic

progress comes by telling, and persuading, and showing how,

and propagating reasomable opinions, and better social feeling.

That is not the real world. The real world is a world in which

privilege can only ‘be uprooted by power. It is a world in

which democratic progress has always, and always will, come

through the disreputable struggle of a "lower class" against

the entrenchments of a nobility whose power is property and

whose armor is respectability, > o

. It requires a hard head—pfiffiaps a little hardness in the heart

—to live and nourish hopesupon such a reality. But that is

the reality of science. Tt is the absolutely un—utopian reality.

It is the reality of Te Massrs, as opposed to the reality of the

New Republic.

. Facing this real‘ity, Trx Masses rests its great hope of democ—

racy in agitation and organization of the lower classes, rather

than in telling the upper ‘classes, who do not want democracy,

how they might get it, if they would only be entirely practical

and consent to go very slowly step—by—step. We of Trr Masszs

would like to assemble the power that will do something; they

of the New Republic are satisfied to instruct the power that

wont.  That is, the big difference between these two groups of

editors.

We none of us do anything.In one respect we are all alike.

So what is the use pretending that we do? We talk or write

about what ought to be done, and then, as Walter Lippmann says

of "some of the writers in Tme Masses," we go home to din—

ner. It may look more like doing something to write reform—

er‘s opinions than to write revolutionary opinions, but it really

isn‘t. It is just as easy. The difficult thing is to do anything,

and none of us has tried that. Max Eastarax.

The Street Car Strike
THE strike called in August brought the surface cars to a

total standstill. The working—class in general was right

on the job with the kind of support that a street—car strike always

requires. The State Public Service Commission stepped in and

demanded arbitration. Of course the union made its first de—

mand irrevocable—the right to organize.  That first and most

essential of all legal rights of the working—class was endorsed

by the Public Service Commission and the mayor. After much

squirming and haggling it was accepted by! Shonts.  He had to:

accept it. No nickels in the glass—boxes-lho $60,000 a year for

Shonts.

Now the honorable Mr. Shonts is, above all, a very dull and

blundering liar. Only wide—awake workers see through the

smooth prevarications of an average $60,000 a year capitalist

clerk. Shonts acts as though he had been trained in the service

of the Kaiser. Bethmann—Hollweg‘s "scrap of paper" exposi—

tion was a pure, white truth compared to the policy of Shonts.

Within two weeks after he made the treaty of peace in the

presence of the Public Service Commission and the mayor,

promising most faithfully that he would deal with the men as

a collective body, and accepting the principle of organization,

he sent out individual contracts to the men, demanding that they

sign or forfeit their jobs. It was one of those common, low—

down, brazen pieces of capitalist knavery which educate more

working people in, five minutes than all our papers and literature

can do in a year. ¢

The men were called out again, and a general strike was

planned in their behalf. In appealing to the working class gen—

erally and developing the idea of the general strike, Fitzgerald

has shown that he is familiar with the only tactics which can

ultimately win anything for the unskilled ninety per cent. of

. the workers. There was very general enthusiasm among great

masses of organized workers throughout Greater New York.

But the representatives of craft union locals in New York had

not the slightest power to strike without first obtaining power

from their various international headquarters. Their sacred con—

tracts must be fulfilled. If the New York locals of the various.

craft unions, the printers, for instance, or the brick—layers, or the

machinists, were to go on strike independently, the international

headquarters would send strikebreakers to take their places. This

foreshadowed the failure of the general strike.

From that failure one goes for hope back to one of Mother:

Jones‘ meetings. The Old Guard of the strikers—two thousand‘

strong, men who will not surrender—find inspiration in the

burning words of the old heroine of many bitter fights: one
cry of defiance from her quivering lips is worth more to the
cause of freedom than all the plans of an army compromised

from the start. E. B. 



Revolutionary Prog’r,ess

Prefatory

while the union of Tez New Review with Ts

Masses was not altogether inept, they ought to be

completely merged.  The impulse of T:z New Revisw will ap—

pear in these following pages of ediforial discussion, in the

book reviews and dramatic criticisms, and in the occasional pub—

lication of an editorial essay or article. This will not diminish

the amount of satire and art and poctry and fiction that has ap—

peared in Tmz Masses, for the magazine is considerably en—

larged by our present change of form. You will have Taz

Masses as before, but its inconsiderate spirit of revolution will

be a little explained, and backed up by the facts in these edito—

rial paragraphs, which are to be written not by any one of us,

but by all of us—including. you. M. E.

W E have decided, with the help of our readers, that

Divine Arbitration!

ET us take up the points one by one. I quote one of the

Railroad Presidents, who was reported to have said, in the

Washington Post of August 27:

"Arbitration for the settlement of the demands of

about 350,000 men upon the railroads has been denied

(by the employees). The health, happiness, prosperity

and lives of the American people are in jeopardy be—

cause of this refusal to use the method of settlement

found satisfactory in great international disputes."

Let us e‘:\(amine the list of Railroads in the United S.tates, and

see how the Railroads themselves have acted upon Arbitration.

In the first place, seventy—four Railroads, most of them owned

by the Railroads proposing Arbitration, were excluded from Ar—

bitration by the National Conference Committee of the Railroads.

All colored employees, of all the Railroads, were excluded

from— Arbitration.

White brakemen on one Southern Railroad and six Western

Railroads were excluded from Arbitration.

White firemen on one Western Railroad and ten Southern

Railroads were excluded from Arbitration.

Hostlers on two Eastern, twenty—cight Western, and fifteen

Southern Railroads, were excluded from Arbitration.

What does Arbitration mean, anyway?  According to the pres—

ent Federal Arbitration law, known as the Newlands Act, the

Railroads administer any award reached in Arbitration—inter—

preting its language to suit themselves; and there is even no

way of forcing them to grant the award! Moreover, the Rail—

road workers have got a bellyful of Arbitration in the past. In

one engineers‘ Arbitration the "neutral" arbitrator was after—

wards discovered to be a retired railroad attorney; in the last

Arbitration of wages and working conditions of the Western

Engineers, the Board was dominated by a "neutral" arbitrator

who owned and controlled several million dollars‘ worth of se—

curities of the Railroads which were parties to the controversy.

Why did the Railroads want Arbitration? Because they spent

huge sums to poison public opinion, and there was little pos—

sibility of getting an unprejudiced neutral to act on the Board.

J E.

Believing in Arbitration on principle/«

ARBITRATION is not a matter of principle, but a device, a

makeshift. :

The street car employees of New York City want to arbitrate

their strike because they recognize the difficulties of winning, if

it involves, as it seems to involve, the tying—up of the trans—

portation of the city for a prolonged period. The directors of

the roads refuse the invitation to arbitrate, because they believe

that the odds are. against the men. Two months ago the Presi—

dents of the railroads of the country (together with the leading

manufacturers) insisted that the demand of the Railroad

Brotherhoods for an eight—hour day be submitted to arbitration.

The Brotherhoods refused because they were confident that their

strength was sufficient to win. Of course in both instances other

reasons were given for refusal to arbitrate. But arbitration is

only invoked by workers or masters when it seems that the

chances for defeat are greater than the chances for ‘victory.

The party invoking arbitration counts on gaining, and it in—

variably does gain, the sympathy of the public, because the pub—

lic is not seriously concerned with the otrtcome of the strike,

but is inconvenienced by the stoppage of work. It is the pub—

lic that believes in arbitration "on principle."

The arguments for arbitration "as a matter of principle" are

—that force never settles anything; that arbitration means the

substitution of reason for force; and finally, that labor and

capital should not be permitted to fight out their differences

with entire disregard for the public convenience.

‘These dicta seem at first glance self—evident. But if force

settles nothing, why is it assumed that an award of a body. of

arbitrators, which is forced on the parties in dispute, settles

their disput@? It may for the public dispose of the contro—

versy, but the assumption is that it has settled it and without

force. An award if successfully imposed is just as much a

matter of force as a strike.  Strikers, by withholding their

labor, may force an employer to come to their terms. Or an

employer, by using strike—bregkers, may do the same. But that

is exactly what an arbitrationaward does. If it happens that

the award is opposed to the interest of the workers it is charged

with violence even more certainly than is a strike. It does not

throw bricks, but it does starve out the workers. The only dif—

ference in the violence is that the misery is prolonged when the

decision of a board is adverse to the »workers. This point is

made terribly clear in a letter, printed in this magazine on page

10, from a railroad worker: if the recent eight—hour contro—

versy had been submitted to a board and the men had lost, arbi—

tration would have been responsible for a prolongation of phys—

ical pain and misery for hundreds of thousands of men, women ©

and children. 
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The other dictum, that arbitration is in itself a substitution
of reason for force, rests on the illusion which a board of arbi—
tration creates. Within the Council pure reason is supposed to
prevail. And, supposing that it does, what is ‘the ground for
the faith that this state of reasonableness is transferred to those
in controversy?  If it is not so transferred, the purpose of arbi—
tration fails—that is, if the purpose is to substitute the spirit of
reason for the spirit of force. 7

It appears, then, that the only ground for believing in arbi—
tration "on principle" is the assurance it offers the public of
non—interference in industrial struggles. If the movement of
labor away from wage servitude were some isolated phase of
social development the public might successfully shift the in—
convenience it causes them, but the ‘chance is that there is little
promise of their complete immunity. For those who recognize
that violence and absence of sweet reasonableness is the char—
acteristic of our industrial system, and that labor unions are
efforts to bridge that gap, arbitration boards remain a device:
good when they enforce the position of labor, and destructive
when they add strength to the position of capital.

H. M.

Lord Eoberts on War

66 HIS war," wrote the late Lord Roberts, in an essay now
given to the world, "was virtually necessary to all the

nations engaged in it." Not onl‘y necessary, but salutary. Europe
had, it seems, arrived at a stage of "overcivilization,"— of
"anzemia," of "degefferacy," from which war alone could rescue
it. The symptoms of this overcivilization are as follows: "The
labor market becomes unsettled, demagogues seize every oppor—
tunity to show their strength, and labor is organized against
capital. Trades unions, finding weaklings pitted against them,
commence to bully. All the tendencies of effeteness, pervertism
and national carelessness set in one after another. Politicians
demand pay for services which should be patriotically given to

‘ the nation; men, women and children sneak out of conforming
to the religious observances of a former generation; all men
begin to live above their incomes; a grotesque extravagance in
women‘s dress follows; schoolboys and undergraduates think it
necessary to begin where their fathers left off; a political cor—
ruption begins to be the smart thing," etc. Hence Germany, in
precipitating this war, "is the Allies‘ best friend."

.

And this
war is not to be the last. "It will come again with the swing

es

THE MUNITION MANUFACTURERS

"Here‘s an article that says, ‘The American people are
hated in Europe.‘ I wonder why." ,

of the pendulum. 7t is salutary, necessary, and is the only na—

tional tonic that can be prescribed."

The English people had the naive belief that Lord Roberts

was a defender of their homes and lives. They were not aware

that to him their homes and lives were not worth preserying.

They would have been surprised ‘to learn that strikes and free—

thinking were evils to be cured by plunging them into war. And

if they had known that he would be glad when they had to go

into the‘ trenches to die, they might have wondered what the

function of a military caste is ! E. D.

The Sy‘ndicali’st Professor

@¢"T°RUSTEES must learn that professors are not employees,

that academic freedom must be unrestricted and aca—

demic tenure must be permanent.". These are the words which

Professor E. R. A. Seligman used last month at the opening of

Columbia University. His position is the extreme revolutionary

one, the most extreme that labor ever takes. And it is a posi—

tion not only assumed by the professors but accepted rather ex—

tensively by university trustees and the general public. It is a

condition which prevails in many universities, where the re—

lationship of employer and employee has practically disappeared.

In place of that old relationship there is now a recognition

that the men who do the work of the universities are the men

to control their a&ministration; and that the place of the finan—

ciers is one of service to the professors. This is an accom—

plishment of high social significance. The professors are to be

congratulated as the first body of workingmen to make capital

their tool. The Scott Nearing case is the historical landmark,

But in accepting the position of the professors, the, public

‘makes a, sharp differentiation between intellectual jand other

forms of labor. It assumes that while intellectual life can thrive

only in an atmosphere of freedom or independence other labor

must be owned, if not privately, then by the state. But the truth
is that no life or expression can thrive under ownership.  There

is no growth, but merely existence, where opportunity for direc—

tion, for choice, for decision, is cut off.

If the process of growth were a matter of thought and idea—
tion only, we might concede to the professors of the universi—
ties the unique place they assume. It would be no more than
what we did (to their everlasting misfortune and ours), . for
the priests and their churches on the basis of their high claims
for the spiritual life. The intellectual life is a manifestation of,
social growth, and like other phases is determined primarily by
the physical necessities of everyday existence. It is these neces—
sities which determine our institutions, and the function of intel—
lectual life is to interpret them.

More important then than what the professors have done for
the universities, is the mark they have set for labor. The pres—
ent accomplishment of labor is not much more than an effort
to secure humane consideration. The unions have now to make
clear, as the professors have, that it is the function of capital
to. serve labor. ¢f

The idea of the teaching staff in control, the thought of its
freedom is not generally felt to be alarming. It does not seem
to occur to anyong that the professor may "loot" the universi—
ties or "foment revolutions." But the idea of labor in control 
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of industries, as the professors propose to be, or are, in con—

trol of the"universities, sendsshivers of fear to the very heart

of the average American. He should remember the menace that

slavery is to worn—out institutions.  It remains for labor To teach

him that society need not fear free men. H. M.

—In Explanation

WE have not givgn up the hope that there may yet appear

and flourish in America, a complete scientific review of

revolutionary progress. We have merely decided that it is

not fair to publish long articles of theoretic information in Trz

Masses. (It is not fair to information to make it look so dull:

So the hope is postponed, and a great many people who were

looking forward to easing themselves of heavy reflections in

these pages are going to be disappointed.‘ None of them more

than I._ For I had gotten a good start towards a whole book—

ful of theory, and I am being stopped off in a very embarrass—

ing place. ol ,

Under the title "Towards Liberty—The Method of Progress,"

I had written a chapter in which after criticising a number of

current social ideals, such as Universal Brotherhood, and Right—

eousness, and Equality literally conceived, and Anarchism, and

even Syndicalism so far as it is an ideal and not a method,

I stated that the aim of revolutionary agitation in outline is this :

"To make all men as free to live and realize the world as it is

possible to make them"—"to give to all men a chance to be in

liberty that which they are."

The reason I call this an embarrassing place to stop is that

it gives to all my critics who are trained in socialistic doctrine,

an impression that I am headed away from the economic in—

terpretation of history, and away from the industrial strugele

as the scene of our progfess towards liberty. One of them,

writes me that my articles are "leading straight to Tammany

Hall.* T

As a matter of fact I am starting my articles a good way

off from the economic interpretation and the industrial strug—

gle, but I am headed straight toward it. My idea is that if

we are going to lead people of social idealism into an apprecia—

tion of the rather shocking and hard—headed morality of indus—

trial struggle, we do well to begin by discussing some of the

nicer points—of—view they are prepossessed with. And I want to

ask those hawks of Marxian and Syndicalist criticism to hold

themselves in suspense above j’me at least until they clearly

see what my position is. »

My next chapter begins as follows: U

—"Though we outline the same ideal with the great agitators

of old, the ideal of life and liberty of life for all, that outline

for us is filled with a new content; for both the conditions,

and our knowledge of the conditions, of human bondage have

changed. The substance of liberty must be defined anew."

I give this advance notice, and ask this forbearance from

my ominotus friends, because I still hope to find a way to send

these chapters every month to the readers of Tz Masses. And

I know that if they once get me pigeon—holed in one of the estab—

lished categories of the revolutionary cult, not even a super—

human demonstration of intelligence in any succeeding chapter

will enable me to escap‘e‘ Max Eastmax.

The San Francisco Frame—up

AST spring, during the strike of the Longshoremen, the San

Francisco Chamber of Commerce held a huge meeting of

manufacturers, bankers and big merchants, and openly pledged

one million dollars to "stamp out Union Labor in the city.". The

keynote of the occasion was struck by Captain Robert Dgllar,

of the Ship—Owners‘ Association, one of the bitterest foes of

organized labor in the country, who said: "The only way to

settle the strike is to send several ambulance loads of strikers

to the hospital." A Law and .Order Committee of 1oo was then

appointed, with the aforesaid Captain Dollar a prominent mem—

ber, and Frederick J. Koster, president of the Chamber of Com—

merce, as chairman; and Law and Order began to look for a

pretext to riot and kill._ ;

The pretext came—or was it manufactured?  Anyway, this

same Chamber of Commerce instigated the San Francisco Pre—

paredness parade, which was more a demonstration of scab

workmen forced into line by their employers than anything else,

but ‘also. belligerently. symbolized the Open Shop to the great

mass of Union Labor who opposed the impudent propaganda of

the munitions—makers. For several weeks beforehand the Po—

lice Department and the District Attorney‘s office cozed rumors

of "bomb—threats," which, curiously enough, were never men—

tioned after the real bomb exploded—nor were the anonymous

writers ever sought for.

Then came the explosion, and the immediate hue and ery in

all the "kept" press that Union Labor had done it. The Unions

having been the most vigorous opponents of militarism, Union

Labor therefore was guilty. And especially that powerful cham—

pion of the workers, Alexander Berkman‘s paper, The Blast—

which still circulates, in spite of its suppression by the Post

Office.

The first victims of the Chamber of Commerce were, naturally,

the most determined—and intelligent Labor men they could lay

their hands on: Edward D. Nolan, of the Machinists‘ Union;

Tom Mooney, of the Moulders‘ Union, organizer of the Car—

men‘s Union, who tried to organize the motormen and con—

ductors of the United Railroads (by whom he was once de—

nouncedas a "dynamiter" one day previous to the blowing up

of some supply towers) ; Warren K. Billings, formerly president

of the Shoe Workers‘ Union; Israel Wienberg, one of the di—

rectors of the Jitney Bus Union, which has long fought the

United Railroads; and Mrs. Rena Mooney, an artist and music—
teacher.

Perhaps the biggest nigger in this Open Shop woodpile is the
United Railroads, whose detectives made some of the arrests,
furnished much of the evidence, and permeated the District At—
torney‘s office. Mot;rley and Weinberg are their share of the
spoils. A

Warren K. Billings has been tried, found guilty and sen—

tenced to prison for life, and by the time this is published, Tom
Mooney will have met his fate. Billings‘ trial is a proof of how
far these Law and Order people are prepared to go. In spite
of the fact that three of the most i/mportant witnesses for the

State swore that Billings was in three diferent places at the
same time; in spite of the identification of another man as Bil—
lings, a'nd the fact that the State used part ofthe evidence of
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a witness whose further statements were proved false; in spite

of the fact that three of the State‘s witnesses finally admitted

that they had been promised bribes if they testified falsely, or

assault if they did not, a jury of "twelve good men and true,"

drawn from the Prosecution‘s panel, found Billings guilty. Eye—

witnesses say that even the Judge was shocked. But what can

you gxpect from citizens of a town which has been told every

day by all the newspapers that a bomb will Ige thrown by Union

Labor, and after the event, that it has been thrown by Union

Labor?

His Honor the District Attorney is reported to have threat—

ened "another Chicago Anarchist clean—up."  Evidently the Dis—

. trict Attorney doesn‘t know that the Chicago. police, manufac—

turers and press have long since regretted the murders of 1887,

and the most reactionary have admitted that it was a deliberate

frame—up. But more than that, he doesn‘t yet realize that the

Labor Movement of the United States is past the stage when

its champions can be slaughtered with impunity.

3 * Joun Reep.

Sect or Class?

HE American Socialist Party tends to become a religious

sect rather than the political instrument of the working

class. This was shown in the selection of Allan L. Benson, a

journalist of middle—class connections, to be the candidate for

President, when a militant labor union leader of the ability and

power of James H. Maurer was available. I like Benson; I

have a special respect and admiration for his grouch; I voted

for him ; but I do not think he should have been the candidate

of a working—class party, and I do not think he was. Some—

times I feel as though he were the candidate of a sectarian

Sunday School.

‘That at least is what the Socialist Party tends to become, and —

will mostcertainly become, unless some of its members allow

themselves the luxury of independent thought and liberal human

feeling.— I am writing, as may be suspected, under the stimulus

of personal irritation. I have received I don‘t know how many

letters of @xcommunication from keepers of the sacred dogmas

in all parts of the country, because I gave to the Woodrow Wil—

son Independent League a statement that I would rather see

Wilson elected than Hughes. Here is the statement:

"T would rather see Woodrow Wilson elected than Charles

Hughes becau,Zg Wilson aggressively believes not only in keep—

ing out of war,Abut in organizing the nations of the world to

prevent war.  His official endorsement of propaganda"for in—

ternational federationin the interest of peace is the most im—

portant step that any President of the United States has taken

towards civilizing the world since Lincoln.

"His announcement that the best judgment of mankind ac—

cepts the principle of the eight—hour day is another proof that

he has vision and sympathy with human progress.

_"Hughes has given no such proof.. He has given proof to

the contrary by his petty and indiscriminate scelding."

My reply to those who have excommunicated me for issuing

this statement is, that if the Socialist Party is so weak that it

can only live by suippressing the free use of opinions, or throt—

tling the natural interest of a living being in the important,

events of the day, it will die, and die soon and deservedly. I

do not believeit is quite so weak. T think there is hope, that
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this Party may becomre the genuine expression of a working—

class movement. And when that movement is strong the Party

will have something affirmative to do.

What it has to do now, is to get rid of all this sectarian dog—

matism, this doctrinaire, index expurgatorins mode of thinking,

and this infatuation with an organization as an end in itself.

Let us try to use our brains freely, love progress more than a

party, allow ourselves the natural emotions of our species, and

see if we can get ready to play a human part in the actual com—

plex flow of events. —

The great wisdom that Karl Marx brought into the ranks of

social idealists was his recognition of the fact that the world

will never be saved by cranks. It will be saved by great masses

of normal human beings acting in accord with the deepest in—

stincts of nature. In the name of Marx, however, the Socialist

Party of America is trying to become a party of pure cranks.

‘Too many of its members want it to be a party of pure cranks.

That is the trouble with it. That is why the membership falls

off although the vote increases. Max Eastarax.

 

TO OUR FRIENDS

MONTH ago T:z Massrs‘ finances were in a

rather uncertain state and at one time we seri—

ously questioned whether or not we could continue

publication. We appealed frankly to our friends for

help, and they helped us. We offer them our g’ratitude,'

not only for the money and subscriptions which have

tided us over the crisis, but also for the immense

encouragement which their prompt generosity gave us.

The letters received made us truly feel that Te

Massrs means something vital toits readers.  
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THE BAYONNE STRIKE
Frank Bohn .

AT the foot of 22nd street I found Mydosh‘s Hall. Before I

was allowed to enter I was asked to satisfy a member

of the committee that my  intentions

their cause.

were favorable to

The crowd I joined, inside and outside of the

strikers‘ headquarters, numbered perhaps five hundred. I pushed

my way through this crowd and came upon the open area. With—

in the plant beyond one could see armed guards on duty. The

advance post of the workers was not composed‘ of working—

men at all, but of a bunch of "kids." The whole region swarmed

with children. These children were the exact color of the heaps

of cinders where they spent most of their time. One crowd of

boys had dismembered a truck. They took the two front wheels

and tongue and mounted upon it a piece of six—inch gas—pipe

in a way to resemble a field—piece. They plugged up the back

end of this pipe and burned paper and bits of waste in the front

end. I approached the smoking and dangerous looking weapon

and asked the "kids" ‘what they were about. "We‘re going to

shoot up the cops," they said, "and then we‘re going to storm

the plant and kill the scabs. Mister, this is real war."

In that crowd of children surrounding the gas—pipe cannon

were Italians, Hungariahs, Poles, Germans, Irish and Ameri—

cans. Their several fathers were in the crowd of men two hun—

dred yards away.. I thought of the war in Europe—how fool—

ish, how uninteresting, how unimportant, like & battle with

swords by medieval armored knights in a melodrama.

On the morning after the strike was declared off, the Stand—

ard Oil Company inserted enormous advertisements in the news—

papers in order to place its side before the public. After re—

lating that the common laborers received $2.20 per day and

that wages had been raised 23 per cent. during the‘last fourteen

months, they close their story with ‘a paragraph which would

have done honor to Uriah Heap himself : j

"The policy of the company is to keep in the front

ranks as to both wages and labor conditions. We are

giving consideration to both of these subjects and after

very careful investigation and consideration, feel that M

both our wages and working conditions compare favor—

ably with those prevailing in the country at large."

During these fourteen months the cost of living has gone

up much more than 23 per cent., so that the average wage meas—

ured in the food, shelter and clothing providéd for the worker

has actually been reduced during the past fourteen months.

Meanwhile the Standard Oil stock is listed on the street at over

$2,000 a share and Mr. Jolin D. Rockefeller‘s fortune has there—

by gone above the billion dollar mark.

The striker§ demand an increase of go per cent. for all men

who receive less than $3.00«and an increase of 20 per cent. for

all those who receive more than $3.00 a day. The strike would

have been won had it not been for one single fact—the treachery

of the skilled'workers. Some three hundred English speaking

skilled workers were organized by the police to direct the strike.

On the morning of Friday, October 20th, they marched between

files of policemen isto the works, some thousands of their kinds

following, and the strike was lost. Some superficial students

. conflict."

of the labor movement, moved by race hatred against the Amer—

ican born worker, again have an opportunity to praise the spirit

of the foreigner at the expense of the "scissors bill." But the

strike was not broken by the English workers because they

spoke English and were born in the United States. It was

broken by the skilled workers who happened to speak }_Inglish.,

The men who were receiving $4.00 a day didn‘t care enough

about an increase to stand with the men who were receiving

$2.20 a day. t

It is the old, old story of the folly and error of craft division "

instead of industrial solidarity.

The rioting, attended by the killing and wounding of men

and the destruction of property at Bayonne, deserves the widest

publicity. This is now a‘ very common aspect of labor dis—

turbances. The New York Evening Post reported and made

editorial comment upon a statement by Police Inspector Dan

Wilson, of Bayonne: "The only way is to shoot on sight when—

ever they try to make trouble. They are just a lot of Hunks,

and they think a strike is a war and they don‘t understand any—

thing but bullets. Shoot ‘em—that‘s the only way."

The police of Bayonne fired repeatedly uport crowds of quiet,

unarmed men. They completely wrecked Mydosh‘s saloon, which

‘is run in connection with Mydosh‘s Hall, where the strikers

met.  They shot andhkilled Sophic Torock, who was standing

in a window in her home. From the very beginning to the end

of the strike, under the direction of the brute Wilson, they

acted. like a barbarian horde which makes a business of killing.

They forcibly ‘entered the homes of the workers, scores of

them, and broke into the kitchens and bedrooms on the pre—

tence that they were searching for arms. The wonder is that

there were not more cases of self—defense on the part of the

working people.  From a crowd of yoing workingmen who

spoke good English I received the story of the first "armed

j A dozen policemen ordered a crowd of workers to

disperse.  The crowd stood immovable.  Police opened fire,

killing and wounding over thirty.‘ In that crowd of five hun—

dred workers there was only one weapon—an old—fashioned

revolver in the hands of a boy of fifteen. The boy emptied

his revolver at the police, slightly wounding two. That was the

incident which gave rise to the fiction that great battles were

fought between the police and the strikers~ How innocently

the workers ordinarily conducted themselves is proven by their

attitude toward Police Inspector Wilson. After that worthy

had repeatedly led his men in the killing and wounding of scores

«of workers, in invading their homes and destroying their prop—

erty, he appeared at a strikers‘ meeting and asked to be heard,

and those ‘strikers actually listened quictly and respectfully,

while he, on behalf of the Standard Oil Company, urged them

to break their own strike and return to work.

There is nothing "new" in the story of Bayone. Such facts

as I here describe now make regular news items like the stock

report.~ The: average respectable Amefican views the impris—

onment of strikers and workers as he does the lynching of

negroes;—he thinks they deserve it or it wouldn‘t happen.
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c ONTACT S
REAT thoughts, great ideas, great books like flam—

ing comets roving through the universe—crossing

and illuminating for a moment innumerable tiny regu—

lar orbits, and leaving behind——  Yes, yes!

I happened to be present when Nietzsche swam into

the ken of a cultured and refined man of leisure. He
was a club man and a great art collector, took his an—
nual trip to Europe, and suffered from all the fashion—
able diseases. He picked up the volume of Nietzsche
I had been reading, the Ecce Homo, and by chance, or
was it fatality, he opened to the pages where Nietzsche

speaks of diet and its influence on his life.

"‘Nothing should be eaten," he read from the book,
"‘between meals. Coffee should be given up—coffee
makes one gloomy. Tea is beneficial only in the morn—
ing" "Yes," was his comment with a rising tone of

interest, "I drink tea in the morning myself."

Thus did this eagle among philosophers, this torch

that sought to rival the lightning in intensity, come

into the range of a gentleman, touch him for a

moment, and then speed on .

Similarly I had a glimpse of another man‘s contact

with Shaw. I casually mentioned that I had been to

see a Shaw play the other night. A broad leer passed

over his face. He thought he had trapped me into

admitting something skatalogical. "I didn‘t know you
went in for smutty plays!" he said. I was puzzled until
I happened to. think of "Mrs.. Warren‘s Profession"
and the police disturbance of a few years ago. The
immense treasure of Shaw‘s ideas, problems, tenden—
cies, had touched and moved this man at but one point.

Again, chance, with far—reaching dramatic possibili—
ties,. brought into collision two of life‘s extremes, one
the pious librarian of a: country village, the other: the
scholar and sceptic, Anatole France. In this village the
library, erected by the same benevolent patron  who
endowed the church, was housed in a cosy old—fashioned
room with high windows and open fireplace. There on
the broad shelves Dickens nestled close to Dumas and
"Cranford" and "The Vicar of Wakefield" were con—
spicuous; the Juvenile Shelf began with Canton‘s
"Child‘s Book of Saints," marked out Miss Mulock‘s
"John Halifax, Gentleman," and ended with Charlotte
M. Yonge‘s "Book of Golden Deeds"; and then there
was Longfellow and Scott and Tennyson, and the
"Psalms in Human Life," "Experiments in Chemistry
by an Amateur," and Gilbert White‘s "Natural History
of Selboutrne." The library, protected by the pious
conventions of a generation ago, reflected the spirit of
the librarian, and through her of the donor and the
village at large; she, too, was old—fashioned and kindly,
blessed with that solid air of comfort and vegetative
happiness which only a life totally oblivious to any
doubts and misgivings could bring forth. The seething
actions and reactions that had turned the world upside
down, had left untouched this little backwater—more

like an English than an American village with its

atmosphere of settled monotony and order.

But there had of late been some slight ferment stir—

ring there, some feeble murmur of turmoil far away,

and the librarian, always thoughtful and conscientious,

determined to contribute her share to village culture by

becoming familiar with the best modern books. The
village, she explained, was becoming too narrow—
minded, too absorbed in itself; something must be done
to rouse it from its torpor. We must get modern Eng—
lish and German and French books and learn what peo—
ple are thinking and saying in those far away countries.
And the quiet of the library was disturbed by an un—
wonted stir and much anxious searching for suitable
foreign books. It was at this stage that some malicious—
minded person suggested the name of Anatole France.
Anatole France was just the author for her, one who
represented the soul of France much more than those
other rather disagreeable things, Rosseau, the French
Revolution, and the Latin Quarter. Here was a pro—
found scholar, a librarian like herself, who, living in
almost monk—like austerity, devoted his life to the col—
lecting and publishing of pious legends of the saints of
old—she must become acquainted with his work. Ac—
cordingly his latest book, "The Revolt of the Angels,"
was ordered of the publishers. The title had a re—
assuring theological sound; after she had read it she
would lend it to the young curate of St. Michael and
All Angels; naturally he would be interested in any
new light shed on his patron saint.

The book arrived. She read—with growing amaze—
ment— and horror—the story of the guardian angel‘s
lapse of faith, his sacrilegiously improper entrance into
the affairs of this world, the intimate picture of the life
of his companion angels on earth, the history of the
world in its diabolical sense. Time and time again she
flinched from its reality. She laid the book down and
tried to think that it was not, that it could not be true.
But there is was, shameless, black on white, with even
the name of the author flaunted on the title page,
Anatole France of the French Academy.  She was
astounded by the sanction which society and the world
of letters seemed to give such a sinful book. She
could not conceive of such a thing as a respectable
enemy of the church; the only ones she knew of were
outcasts of society, like the drunken ne‘er—do—well down
the road who beat his wife and neglected his family,
or the rascally store—keeper who got good Christians
into debt and then dunned them without mercy.

After spending a sleepless, restless night, wrestling
with the problem, she burned the book with a calm,
set purpose. Once the volume was destroyed, her mind
felt more at ease. Every outraged feeling has protested
against acknowledging the existence of this sacrilege,
and by her act she triumphantly demonstrated that in
truth it did not exist. Z. 
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THE ETERNAL CYCLE
A few fragments from the Greek Antho]ogy. some

dating as far back as 700 B. C.—with modern titles

SINGLE TAX

I WAS once the field of Achaemenides, now I am

Menippus‘, and again I shall pass from another

to another, for the former thought once that he

owned me, and the latter thinks so in his turn; and

I belong to no man at all, but to Fortune.

—Unknown.

LABOR TO CAPITAL

HOUGH thou eat me down to the root, yet still

will I bear fruit enough to pour libation on thee,

O goat, when thou art sacrificed.

—Euenus.

ANY FACTORY TOWN

ORMERLY the dead left their city living; but we

living hold the city‘s funeral.

—Unknown.

THE FIRST GERTRUDE STEIN

WAS not, I came to be; I was, I am not: that is

all; and who shall say more, will lie: I shall not

be.

—Unknown.

EPITAPH FOR IRVING BERLIN

UTYCHIDES, the writer of songs, is dead; flee,.

O you under earth! Eutychides is coming with

his odes; he left instructions to burn along with him

twelve lyres and twenty—five boxes of airs. Now the

bitterness of death has come upon you; whither may

one retreat in future, since Eutychides fills Hades

too?

—Lucilius.

LES IMAGISTES

HATE the cyclic poem, nor do I delight in a road

that carries many hither and thither; I d:test,

too, a gadabout charmer, and I drink not from the

fountain; I loathe everything popular.

—Callimachus.

FREE LOVE

F beauty grows old, shareit before it be gone; and

if it abides, why fear to give away what thou dost

keep?

—Strato.

REASONS FOR MONOGAMY

WHOSO has married once, and again seeks a

second wedding, is a shipwrecked man who

sails twice through a difficult gulf.

—Unknown.

EARLY ARGUMENT FOR BIRTH—
CONTROL

EUTYCHUS the portrait—painter got twenty sons,

and never got one likeness, even among his

children.

—Lucilius.

THE JUDICIAL TEMPERAMENT

DEAF man went to law with a deaf man, and

the judge was a long way deafer than both.

The one claimed that the other owed him five
month‘s rent; and he replied that he had ground his

corn by night; then the judge, looking down on

them, said, "Why quarrel? she is your mother; keep

her between you."

—Nicarchus.

FOR A DEAD LABOR LEADER

AM the tomb of one shipwrecked; but sail thou;

for even while we perished, the other ships sailed

on over the sea.

—Theodorides.

RESPECTFULLY ADDRESSED TO
MR. JOHN SUMNER OF THE
SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION
OF VICE

SEE Nicon‘s beak of a nose, Menippus; it is evi—

dent he is still a long way off; but he will arrive

if we wait patiently; for at most he is not, I fancy,

five stadia behind the nose. Here it is you see, step—
ping forward; if we stand on a high mound we shall

catch sight of him in person.

—Nicarchus.

THE SIX—HOUR DAY

IX hours fit labor best; and those that follow,

shown forth in letters, say to mortals, "Live!"

—Unknown. 
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_BOOKS THAT ARE INTERESTING
A MONTHLY REVIEW CONDUCTED BY FLOYD DELL &

The . International Mind
AT the time when the most enlightened of portion of the hu—

man race was committing social suicide in the Peloponne—
sean wars, there were not lacking a few voices which asserted

the possibility of a Permanent Peace based upon that human
reason which is also human charity. Those voices, thin and
clear, sound strangely out of that pége of Greek history, loud

with the noises of conduest and defeat, of endless battle by

seavand land, of plague, famine and destruction. . . . As

strangely calm and clear and confident, out of the welter of

the world—war, comes this volume—an assertion of the belief

in a sane and i)rabticable internationalism.*

_ Will this, like the discussions that went on between battles

in ancient Greece, be merely one of the ironies of history ?

Are we permanently committed to passion, fear, panic, hatred,

pride and revenge in our international relationship? Or is it

possible for human reason—"that human reason which is also

human charity"—to rule the affairs of mankind?

Resolutely. believing in the latter, the authors of this series

of essays proceed dispassionately to discuss its establishment.

Professor G. Lowes Dickinson, in one of the most remarkable

pieces of writing produced during this war, begins the book

with a Iuminous disquisition on "The Basis of Permanent Peace."

"Those at the front," he says, "have not the opportunity to

consider the conditions of such a peace. All the more, then}

is it the business of those at home to do so. If they neglect it,

they are betraying the men who are risking and giving their

lives."

It is useless to such a consideration, he goes on to say, to

‘ discuss what nation "started" the war, since its real causes lic

far deeper in history than those ten days o1 ‘diplomacy in whith

somebody, presumably, did "start" it. "The fact is that for

centuries past the States of Europe have been armed against

one another. Imputed aggression on one side, fear and

suspicion on the other, have been the motives of international

politics; and they have worked inevitably for war. In such

a.state of affairs, beliefs and suspicions may be more important

than real intentions."" If England and Germany each believe

that the other intends war, it is unnecessary to inquire which, if

cither, is right. "The fear of war may produce war,

even though there be no other cause." It is necessary to do

away with the fear of war.

"The nations are bled to death because they or their statesmen

cannot trust one another. ‘There is the bottom fact.". "The

‘ system of armed States which I have described is enough of it—

self to produce war."

* Towards « Lasting\ Settlement.  Edited by Charles Roden Buxton.
$1 net. (The Macmillan Co.)_ Contains the following essays: "The Basis
of Permanent Peace," by G, Lowes Dickinson; "Nationality," by Charles
Roden_Buxton; "The Freedom of the Seas," by H.. Sidebotham; "The
Open Door," by J. A. Hobson: "The Parallel of the Great French War,"
by Irene Cooper Willis: ‘"War and the Woman‘s Movement," by A.
Maude Rayden; "The  Organization of Peace," by H.. N. Brailsford;
"Democracy and Publicity in Foreien Affairs," by Philip Snowden, M. P.;
"The Democratic Principle and International Relations," by Vernon Lee.
A very valuable book—the essays by Professor ‘Dickinson, H. Sidebotham
and H. N. Brailsford are especially important.

But there are other motives which go to produce war.. One

is patriotism, the passionate consciousness of one‘s State, the

passion. "which supports, if it does not prompt, wars of agres—

sion," which refuses to entertain the idea of international give

and take, which excepts one‘s own State from the possibility of

being wrong and the obligation of doing right—a half—barbaric,

half—mystical and wholly non—rational impulse.  This in itself is

not enough, says Mr. Dickinson, to create wars. It is merely

called upon, evoked, awakened, by politicians who desire war. —

It is an emotion, deliberately cultivated in modern society: and .

it can be deliberately supplanted by other emotions if the world

so desires. |"The future of civilization after this war will de—

pend on the decision of. the question whether it is their inde—

pendence or interdependence that nations will stress."

Mr. Dickinson has little respect for the "fatalism" of. those

who find wars the inevitable result ofnatural or historical laws,

or of economic forces. Things that have gone on in the past

without the control of will have led inevitably to war. But the

control of all these things is possible; and the only‘ reason

for their leading to war is that we do not care to take the

trouble to see that they lead to peace.— Population, territory,

trade and their problems are thus disposed of. These may lead

to war in the future as they have in the past "But it will not

be because of a historical law. It will be because of the ignor—

ance, the stupidity, or the short—sightedness of corporate inter—

ests, peoples, ‘or governments." f

While there is an armed peace, however, there will always

be wars. And there will be an armed peace until the nations

feel security. "Security can only be attained by inter—

national agreement; and international agreement requires the in—

ternational mind." The development of the international mind

requires the‘ destruction, in nations and in individuals, of that

half—barbaric, half—mystical and wholly irrational passion which

sets one‘s own State above Civilization.

Mr. Dickinson believes that the democracy which is now

coming into control of the affairs of nations can set for man—

kind a new ideal, that it can find something in common in the

legitimate aims of all nations which will render them not in—

compatible with each other, and that it can in each nation find

the courage to abandon such aims as are illegitimate and against

the interests of civilization as a whole: in a word that it can
think internationally. )

This, says Mr. Dickinson, "is neither chimerical nor utopian.

But it is opposed by very powerful forces. Some of these are

traditions and impulses very strong in us all; some are false

opinions and false ideals; some are the machinations of inter—

ested cliques desiring to perpetuate strife. All these

make for war. What makes for peace? Not religion, not

science, not learning, not education. /All these serve war as

much as they serve peace. There is one only that works for

peace, that human reason which is also human charity."

f It is neither chimerical nor utopian. It is only based

on the theory, also held by the old Greek philosophers, that we

are human beings, and not, as Anatole France would put it,  
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penguins—or, to speak more scientifically, not simply a religions,

scientific, leérned, educated biped. If we are human‘ beings

we can change the world by our reason. If we are penguins,

we shall muddle along, very amusingly, with our passions.  Per—

haps those passions will lead us to the Co—operative Common—

wealth; and perhaps—if old Karl Marx made a mistake in his

logarithmis—they won‘t. We can build bridges and cathedrals

as a beaver builds a dam and a bird its nest, write poems with

an instinct only slightly refined upon that of the nightingale,

we have a varied and elaborate life of the senses, and a mind

which dreams itself out of: their trammels.  But—a politician

can draw men to the battlefield with the noise of a fife and

drum. Can the best thought of the best minds ever hope to

defeat that poor sensual appeal? "Upon the answer to that

question depends the fate of the world." °D.

Joseph Fels
uAN eager, imperious little man," as someone described him,

"with a soft felt hat tilted over his face at an impudent

angle"—American in his cheerful, homely manners and. frank

speech, Jewish in his shrewd practicality and large prophetic

vision, a millionaire and a democrat, one of the most passion—

ately alive persons of our generation—Joseph Fels lives again

in the pages of this book written by his wife." Whether he is

getting up a demonstration in Hyde Park, or financing a meet—

iixg of Russian revolutionists, or tramping over New Jersey in

the effort to get McQueens out of jail, or telling Andrew

Carnegie what he thinks of his "free" libraries, there is a flavor

in his words and deeds which sets him apart from the tamely

benevolent millionaires of contemporary fact and fiction—a ro—

bust imaginativeness, a spiritual daring, a tremendous sincerity—

a man whose wholé life was built around the saying, "I‘ll see

human freedom yet."

His beginnings were the familiar ones of the successful

American business man. He went to work at fifteen in his

father‘s soap ‘factory. He thought he could make a particular

kind of soap that every housewife would hear of—and he did:

"Fels‘ Naptha."  Meanwhile, he married. The death of his first

child, and the attempt of his wife to find a new center for her

life in social and intellectual activities brought into their house

artists, poets, reformers. From them Joseph Fels learned "the

irresistible charm of thinking new thoughts and dreaming new

dreams."

But what he did was characteristic of himself. He got the

owners of some unused building sites to let some workingmen

plant gardens there. It had been done before—but the visible

sight of those weedy and rubbish filled lots turning into rich

and beautiful garden—plots, proved something to him that. he

could never forget: the fact that workingmen wanted to dig

and plant and water and tend the earth and gather crops from

it.  After that it was no use to talk to him, as no doubt many

Socialists did, about the inevitable processes by which machine

production had supplanted agriculture as the dominant mode of

livelihood of the epoch. To him it wasn‘t inevitable, the crowd—

ing of men in cities, it was wrong. He knew, because he had

seen. » *

So he gradually built up a working political economy.

.

If

2 Jeseph Fels, His Life—Work, by Mary Fels. $1 net. Bs W. Huebsch.

\

men had at all times free access to the land, they would not

work in factories except at a decent wage. Hence the way to

abolish poverty was to restore that freedom. In Philadelphia,

and on a larger scale in England when his growing business took

him there, he pursued his experiment of restoring men to the

land. But the more successful his projects were, the more clear

did it become that any such projects, privately pursued, were

inadequate. He pressed his plans upon local boards, and finally

went into national politics, supporting the Liberal party in its

land—tax measure. — —

He had in the meantime read Henry George‘s book, and dis—

covered that he was a Single Taxer. It became henceforth the

leading motif of his life to persuade society to recover its birth—

right and with that its freedom. 4

Politics proved, in some measure, a blind alley; the candi—

dates whom he had supported proved timid or lukewarm in

carrying on the work of land reform; and theFels Fund Com—

mission was created to lay the foundations of the movement

deeper in the public mind. Joseph Fels himself was indefatigable.

He wrote thousands of letters, and sent to every inquirer a copy

of "Progress and Poverty," which he had had translated into

Ttalian, Bulgarian, Swedish, Yiddish and Chinese. He attended

every trades union congress, and distributed pamphlets. He

spoke his convictions on every available occasion. And with:

all this there was no narrowing of interests; he found time to

help many causes that mightseem to have only a remote theo—

retical connection with his own education, ‘the care of children,

woman suffrage, Zionism. f

The flavor of the man comes out in scores of the incidents

related in the book. He wrote to Carnegie, who had said that

the single—tax propaganda was hopeless: "No work done afiy—

where at any time for furthering the cause of economic freedom

was ever hopeless; and you—of all men—should know this,

seeing that you have done so much to make it hopeless, without

suceeding in breaking down the courage of the common ‘peo—

ple." Your flibraries, he said, "are a noose around the necks

of the common people, for which they will yet rise and curse

you."  Carnegie had said that "the deserving rise out of their

poverty"—to which Joseph ‘Fels, restraining his wrath, rejoins:

"Are you not talking through your hat?"

"We can‘t get rich," he told a Chicago audience "under pres—

ent conditions, without robbing somebody. I have done it;

you are doing it now; and I am still doir;g it.  But I propose to

spend the money to wipe ouf the system by which I made it."

He became acquainted, with a man who had been in prison,«

and persuaded him to write down the story of his treatment

there. "From the torn little bits of dirty paper, from an ill—

written, ill—spelt and utterly disconnected narrative, there was

ultimately pieced together a condemnation of the conditions in

a certain state penitentiary stch as no words can describe.

Horrified at this, Mr. Fels had a fair copy of the man‘s nar—

rative made and sent it to the Govenor of the State concerned.

He received no reply. He wrote and urged that such a rvela—

tion suggested at least the need for an inquiry. To this, re—

sponse was made that the Governor could take no steps in the

matter.  Mr. Fels was furious at this rebuff. It was, as he said,

at least worth while—to have the indictment investigated; it

might happen to be true and the Governor wduld have the

satisfaction of knowing that he had remedied an injustice. To
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this request, also, he received a curt refusal. He could stand it

no longer.  He wrote to the Governor, demanding an immediate

inquiry at which a representative nominated ‘by himself should

be present; otherwise he threatened to publish the statement and

the correspondence in every journal in the United States. Within

a month the inquiry had been held to his satisfaction."

On an occasion, hearing that the Crown Prince of Denmark

was interested in land reform, he tried to meet him, but was

prevented by the red—tape of the Danish court.  But, soon

afterward, he found himself on a ferryboat with the Crown

Prince and his suite. He came up, held out his hand and said,

"How do you do, Crown Prince. I am Joseph Fels, interested

in bringing the land and the people together."

.

Consternation in

the royal suite. But the Crown Prince and Joseph Fels went

aside and talked for two hours about land. Another

sentence in the book begins: "If he conversed with the butler

at his friend‘s dinner table"—but it does not say whether the

butler, like the Crown Prince, rose to the occasion. One would

like to believe that he did !

The book ends with a description, quoted from his friend

and co—worker, Margaret McMillan, of a speech made by him at

Balliol College, Oxford. He dashed up in a motor car, was

introduced as an American business man, and begafi speaking in

 
«A1l that I have accomplished in art I owe to the struggle for the necessities of life."

‘The Cartoonist: "That‘s the way to look at it—if the cost of living goes high enough, you‘ll be greater than

Michael Angelo."

a brisk, colloquial way. The undergraduate audience was polite,

tolerant, bored, conscious of his deficiencies in culture, resentful

of him as a rich busybody. Then all that vanished.

"Learning itself—I make claim to none," he said, "and am an

ignorant man in comparison with many of you—must flourish

best at last on a soil that is free from evil undergrowths.

Below every movement that calls itself progressive but puts off

the consideration of the evil of private monopoly in land values,

there is a moral evil that poisons everything."  Miss McMillan‘s

account goes on: "Now the voice gathered  strength.

Through the calm sun—bathed space between the college walls, and

over the green shaven mound, it rose and fell—the voice as of

one crying in the wilderness. With passionate faith, in perfect

self—surrender, in quiet acceptance of all labor and loss and all

sufféring, and with a hope that bore up the soul to fair and

cloudless heights, it beat against every heart as at a heavy door.

And when the speaker ended at last—falling back in his role of

diffident, half—jocular millionaire philanthropist there

was deep, silence for a moment. Looking spent, and

very white and small, he sat down."

Joseph Fels did not live to see human freedom. He died in

February, 1914, before the Great War came to set back the

Shall we ourselves live to see it?clock of human progress.  
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Thevday has passed by, I think, when we, as Socialists, can
question the authenticity of such an ideal of human freedom

~ as that involved in the single tax program. Its predisposition
to be content with a world of "free competition" may be weighed
in the balance against the Socialist habit of easy acduiescence in
monopoly, and let Rhadamanthus judge between them. Just
now, in Mexico, I should imagine a Single Taxer would be
nearer to the heart of revolutionary progress than a Socialist—
unless, bychance, he were both! FADB.

Non — Resistance, Utopian and
Scientific

HOWironic it is to have a belief whlchcan only be expressed
in ridiculous language! I have recently become a convert

to the theory of non—resistance.  "Non—resistance"—what a fool—
ish sound the phrase has. As if I did not resist something or
other every day of my life! "Passive resistance" is scarcely
better: there is nothing passive about my resistance. "The law

of love"—a maudlin phrase!

Some day—soon, I hope—somebody will invent a new ter—

minology for this theory, and the comic, sentimental old phrases

can be chucked aside—as the terminology of the alchemists was

thrown aside with the advent of the science of chemistry. For

the theory of non—resistance is the pre—scientific phase of a new

kind of knowledge, the knowledge—to ‘put it vaguely—of re—

lationships. Here is a field as yet unexplored save by the seers

and the poets. Its laws are as capable of being discovered as

those of astronomy or botany; and the practical application of

this knowledge is capable of effecting far greater social changes

than the invention of the steam—engine. At present, however,

we have only rhapsodies and maxims, the biography of an

Oriental god—and a few contemporary anecdotes. For, as there

were wizards before wizardry became science, there are scat—

tered about, here and there, people who make some use of this

knowledge, intuitively or empirically, in business, in friendship,

in politics, in administration—with results that seem miracu—

lous. Thus a man who has had his house robbed many times

takes the locks off the doors—and remains unmolested. An—

other goeé unarmed into the midst of savage and bloodthirsty

tribes—and returns safely.  Another takes the leg—irons off a

prisoner with a notorious record for attempted esca.pes—fimd

the priséner stays faithfully to serve out his sentence. A mer—

chant, finding that a clerk has stolen from him, lends him the

money to pay back—and gets a devoted and honest employee.

We do not burn these people at the stake, but we do generally

fear and hate them. And when a man is found willing to treat

the enemies of his country in a similar fashion, he is usually
stood up against a wall and shot.

The principle involved in such actions has no adequate name

as yet. "Love," "charity," "tolerance," "returning good for

evil"—these terms are not much better than the ones applied to

it by way of insult—"sentimental folly," "millk—and—water hu—

manitarianism," . "mollycoddling" and "insanity." Tbe prin—

ciple, however, is the same which was involved in the two great

achievements of early mankind, the taming of animals and the

domestication of plants. Do you imagine that it was by force

that the wild horse, the wolf, the wildcat, became the friends
% y
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_Roosevelt want conscription! But if the wolf hadn‘t been
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and servants of men? It was rather by a patient and passionate #

sympathy, «half understanding and half affection, for which

"love" is not, after all, a bad term. There are a few people who

can tame even tigers and snakes; and they are precisely the

persons whf) like tigers and snakes, Anybody can catch fish

with a hook; but Thoreau could pick them up in his hand; and

if you think it wasby force, you are mistaken. And what is |

the patient and passionate understanding of growing things,

half understanging and half affection, by which Burbank pro—

duces new species, but a new manifestation of an ancient love

which transformed the wilderness of the world into orchards C

and fields and gardens?~ The earth itself—does force get better

crops out of it than love and understanding? Tools—is he the

worse carpenter who, as —we say, loves his tools? Is he a bad

sailor who loves his boat? Is he the poorest writer who loves

words?* The very instruments of death—Rudyard Kipling ut—
tered an extremely "non—resistant" sentiment when he advised:  "When ‘arf of your bullets fly wide in the ditch,

Don‘t call your Martini a cross—eyed old bitch. i

She‘s human as you are—you treat her as sich, +

And she‘ll fight for the young British soldier."

Ask the cowboy who conquers a bucking broncho whether he
hates that horse or not. Ask the captain 6f ships that have
been overwhelmed by storms whether he hates—the seas  Ask
the manto whom life has brought many heartaches and dis—
appointments and pains, if he hates life. It is possible,it is
even customary, to love such enemies. And, not to overlook .
anything, let us add that éoldiers'sondetimes_. in fact as well as ~
in fiction, love war. "Return good for evil, and do good unto
them that hate you," is in the light of these instances revealed
as a maxim of efficiency. Thoroughly understood and broadly
applied, it means that our blundering and stupld humanity will

at last succeed iin managing its affairs. ® +
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Hitherto, humamty has been too easnry scared into the use
of force. Like the man I read about in the paper the other
day, it shoots first, and Uiscovers afterward that the supposed
burglar is a, darling son. It does, to be sure, require some spiri—
twal courage to treat something which may be a burglar as if t
it were a darling son—and no wonder scary people like Colonel I

treated like a dog he never would have turned into one: and
men have made, fortunes precisely by treating scoundréels as if
they were honest. Nothing is so dxsarmm, burglars say, as to
be treated like a darling son. They may resist it once or twice,
and carry off your silver, but if you keep it up long enough
they can‘t stand it; they give up their profession, and become
plumbers.

But, as the conscription boards are in the ‘habit of asking
non—resistants\ in England, "What would you do if 2 German
soldier were to ravish your wife and kill your child before
your eves?" The answer is that I am so weak in faith that |
even a smaller thing—the asking of such a foolish ques—
tion, for instance—would make me want to commit mur—
der; even though sober reason told me that the killing of one
member of a conscription board would be as 1rrelevant to human
progress as the killing of one German soldier. ’
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In fact, speaking for myself as a nom—resistant, I have no

particular desire to abolish murder.. A little murder now and j
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then, of a passionate and unreasoned sort, will do society little
harm. It is the reasoned belief in murder, and in the other
forms of force, that I object to. A great war is now being
waged on the theorythat international relations can be arranged
satisfactorily by the use of force. Well, the theory is wrong.
The device of force in international, social and personal re—
lations is ineffective and wasteful. As a method of progress
it is a tragic and terrible failure. It leads only to cynicism
and despair. And it can and must be abandoned. There will
be violence, and crimes of violence, as long as man is man;
but violence will not be the deliberately chosen Way of Life for
mankind. % +

EAR George Bernar’d Shaw,—
Wop’t you please write an intellectual farce about

one or more persons agreeing to tell nothing but the
#ruth for a given time? Thanking you in advance,

I remain—— 1
Well, I wish sofilebody would—somebody besides —James

Montgomery, who dramatized Frederick Isham‘s novel and gave
William Collier one of his best opportunities at the Longacre
Theater. Not that Montgomery hasn‘t done wefi; but the theme
is so simple and so rich that a dozen playwrights couldn‘t ex—
haust it. The Longacre production is a good beginning. Be—
sides, it is more than successful. It‘s a rage.

|

Financially and
&ramatically, it is too good to be kept in a single play. If any
producer will give me $1,000 cash, I‘ll give him a great tip.

|

It‘s
—this: get a dozen of the funniest writers you can think of to
handle this same theme, "Nothing but the Truth." Let each
handle it his own way. Then put all the plays on simultancously.
Everybody will then have to see all the interpretations and all
the other theaters in town will- have to close.
Of course, all the plays would have to be funny, as the truth

is always so absurd.

—

The reason I want Shaw to horn in is that
Shaw understands the psychology of truth. Most people im—
agine that telling the truth depends upon the teller. Shaw knows
better. He knows it depends upon the person you are telling
it to. I don‘t remember his ever saying so: but I know he
knows it because he knows everyth}ng. There is only one reason
why people tell lies and that is fear. Nobody ever told me a
lie, becaise, up to date, nobody has ever been afraid of me..
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of fibdom. #The fear

of your boss and your neighbors and your wife each begets
untruths after its own kind. If we didn‘t have any Lords, bosses
and wives, I‘m inclined to think we might not be afraid of the
neighbors, and there wouldn‘t be any moral necessity for telling
lies. So long as we have them, however, "Nothing but the
Truth" will remain a farce. l

Fr‘d}femity’.s‘ the word,

All else is empty sham.

Am I—my brother‘s keeper, Lord?

I feel and ‘know I am.

I hear kis anguished ery;
i

I am moved to these reflections ‘by Jo}m' Haynes Holmes‘
"New Wars for Old."‘  It belongs, like these reflections, to
the utopian"stage of the non—resistant theory It concerns itself,
among many other things, with just what Jesus meant when he
said, "I came not to send peace, but a sword." But it is an
eloquent, keenly argued, splendidly sincere and extraordinarily
interesting discussion of the gospel of force versus the gospel
of love. If you believe in force—and of course you do—I dare
you to read it! f 3 F. D.

*New Wars for Old: Being a Statement of Radical Pacificism in Terms
of Force versus Non—Resistance, with Special Reference to the Facts and

By John Haynes Holmes.
For sale by the MASSES BOOK SHOP.

Love Like a Cave Man ‘and Other.”Pro._blems
Charles W. Wood

Problems of the Great War. Dodd, Mead
& Co.

$1.50.

I feel his pain within:

I share his tears, his hope, his joy,

His sorrow and his sin.

On Life‘s great troubled sea

Our craft together ride.

What though the course is clear to me

If unto him denied?

Together on the main,

By storm and tempest tossed,

If both may not the harbor gain,

May I with him be lost.

O God, if so it be

That Thou hast cursed the race,

And only they who know of Thee

Shall find redeeming grace,

One humble boon 1 crave,

A prayer by priests un—named,

If I may not my brother save,

Let me with him be damned.

That‘s poor'poetry, but you can‘t imagine how wonderful it
seemed to me when I wrote it. I was very young and very re—
beltious. I wasn‘t feeling a bit religious—at least, I didn‘t
know that I was : I thought I—was very devilish and I just wanted

to shock the gizzard out of a certain Presbyterian minister. ~

The next Sunday he read the thing before his congregationt

and declared that "it breathed the true spirit of Christianity."

«Wouldn‘t that get your young rebellious goat?

All of which is by way of remarking that I wish every "rad—

ical" in town could see "Hush," now playing at the Little The—

ater. ‘"Hush" is the story of a rebellious girl, a "Daughter of

Revealment," who wants to shock the smug Victorian public by

tearing the conventional draperies from the sex question. So
she writes a most "daring" play—and everybody enjoys it. She

doesn‘t even shock the bishop. 4 ;

"Hush" has been damned by the critics—and then picked up
and damned again. They seem to feel intuitively that it i§
worth damning, which is more than can be said for most Broad—
way productions.. To tell the truth, it is a little amateurish and 
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squeaky, something like my hymn; and it runs off into farcical

comedy at times, giving the impression that the au$hor, with a

big, new theme, had to compromise with some "practical" play—

builder in order to get it staged at all. The result is a sort of

hodge—podge of fine satire and shop—worn stage banalities. But

it is worth seeing at that. Radicals will be more intelligently

radical after picking it to pieces. f

To be sure, they may become a trifle sore at the playwright

for intimating that they are not nearly so shocking as they

think they are. But I like to see radicals get sore. When

conservatives get sore, they can call in the police, but radicals

can‘t. Their only resource is to do some thinking; and that‘s

what we need: Blessings on the dear amateurish heart of

Violet Pearn, whoever she may be. If I am not much mistaken,

she has made a lot of people try, at least, to think.
& %

l SUSPECT that the Washington Square Players are having a

lot of fun with New York, especially with the New York

dramatic critics.. Their high—brow reputation is apparently un—

shakable; and if a critic should roast them, the laugh would be

on the critic.
"Not up to the high—brow stuff, ch? Better go down to Min—

er‘s on the Bowery."

Well, me for Miner‘s. T‘d rather go there any time than to

sit through two such productions as "The Sugar House," by

Alice Brown, and "A Merry Death," by Nicholas Evreinoy,

translated from the Russiaan—the Lord knows why—by C. E.

Bechhofer.

"The Sugar House" was listed as a "New England" play. It

wasn‘t a play. It was hard work. It was dreary drudgery.

And neither the language nor the psychology was that of New

England. They might have palmed it off on me as a "South—

ern" play, as I have never been in the South and I have a gulli—

ble faith in playwrights.  But imagine three young farmers of

New England commissioned by the neighborhood to tar and

feather a young woman for stealing another‘s husband. And:

imagine a New England where men and women wear their

emotions inside out and never attempt to disguise a passion.

Such was this "New England" play. Of course the Washington

Square Players know that there is no such NewEngland.. The

joke was entirely on the audience.

New England is the home of repression.

love with a girl there, it is a point of honor with him never to

lether know. Even the children grin when they bump their

noses, lest somebody should suspect that it hurts. The only

time they cry is when they‘re tickled. When New Englanders

feel themselves getting happy, they sulk; and their idea of a

glorious drunk is to quarrel with their wives. They might tar

and feather a woman just to show their good—will, but I can‘t

If a man falls in

imagine any other motive.

"A Merry Death" is worse yet. I won‘t undertake to tell

why. It is a daring bunch of high—brows who will dare to be

as dull as this, even in a joke. G

Nevertheless, the Comedy is the most interesting theater in

New York. Nowhere else could anyone hope to see such a bill

_as this. "Lovers‘ Luck," by George de Porto—Riche, is the smart

and pleasant comedy, with a lot of reality under its artifice. A

gem ef farce in the oddest of settings, is "The Sisters of Susan—

na," by Philip Moeller. It has a charming insouciance. And
s
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both plays showed that the players, who couldn‘t get away with

the unplayable lines of "A Sugar House," are actors when they

have anything to act.

l S rape going to be popular in New York? Personally, I rather

shrink from it. It doesn‘t seem hardly fair, and I believe

there is a law against it. But every time I have seen a woman

raped on the stage this season, the audience has howled its ap—

preciation. i ©

The most perfect of the stage rapes I have seen so far is in

"Upstairs and Down" at the Cort. Tom is in love with Alice.

Alice is in love with Terance O‘Keefe. Tom has fifteen mil—

lions, but Terance has a "way with women."  Alice threatens

Terance with matrimorty; and Terancepto get her off his hz‘mds,

tells Tom how to gain a lady‘s affections. Tom takes the tip

and straightway commits a successful criminal assault upon his

sweetheart to the entire satisfaction of everybody.

I don‘t mean, of course, that—well, I may have been a little

bit bald in my terminology.  But he grabs her and smothers her

screams and holds and chokes and "loves" her until she gives

in. If you don‘t believe that is a criminal assault, try it some

time in front of a policeman.  But it is assumed in. very much

of our modern drama that this sort of thing is just "what

women want." $ * $

"Love her like a cave man," advised Henry Dixey, in the title

role of "Mr. Lazarus," aplotless comedy by Harvey O‘Higgins

and Harrict Ford. Whereupon Tom Powers also quit being

decent and captured his bride. Now, anyone must know what it

means. to love a woman likefl a cave man. They are sending

men up to Sing Sing for that, right along. ‘ I know I‘m in ‘the

minority, but I don‘t like it. 5

To me, Tom Powers was fine, up to that point. He was fas—

cinating, humorous, kind and companionable, and never seemed

to forget that a woman has some rights. But this play, along

with so many others, voted eventually against allpwing women

to be people. It assumed that they want to be mastered.

I admit that a lot of women do want to be mastered. But

some are self—respecting. The whole trend of modern life is

away from the sex—slavery of women: Why should the modern

stage so generally ignore the fact?  The modern love affair,

also, is much more dramatic than the cave man cdup. It‘s twice

as dramatic, becatse there are two actors instead of one. "Two

souls with but a single thought" is a worn—out concept.  A

single thoughtisn‘t hardly enough for one soul: and when you

try to spreadit over two, they look terribly bare and unfur—

nished.

But this isn‘t any roast of "Upstairs And Down." The play

'isp’t meant to teach anything. It is meant as pure fun. At

least, it is fun—how pure it is T‘ll leave to the Puritans. For

"Upstairs and Down" is super—risque, with considerable of that

flavor which modern society denominates as "pep,‘" "spice" or

"tobasco," but ‘which my ‘Methodist forbears used to call sin.

It‘s rippingly acted throughout. And its sin, of course, is per—

fectly moral sin, a la New York drama. For after it is all over,

the audience is assured that nothing seriously out—of—the—way

has actually happened, and even the bounding Terance has found

his one and only love. Of course, nobody believes these moral

climaxes: but the New York ‘drama must be New York.  It
must not be drama. .

   



 

 

 

THE NATIONAL LABOR
DEFENSE COUNSEL
T HE five following lawyers have

formed a National Labor Defense
Counsel. They are Frank P. Walsh,
C. E. S. Wood, Edward P. Costigan,
Austin Lewis and Amos Pinchot.
These men are known throughout the
whole country not only in their legal
profession but for the position they
have taken in the struggle of labor
against capitalist exploitation.‘ The
members of the Counsel are serving
without compensation.

In order to give the unorganized
workers the advantage of the services
of eminent lawyers which organized
workers command, the National La—
bor Defense Counsel has been formed.
It is obviously impossible for the
Counsel to give personal attention to
the innumerable cases which continu—
ously arise. Therefore, the Counsel
proposes to employ a man who is in—
timately connected with the labor
movement; who is competent to re—
port situations to the Counsel; who is
able to.carry out the advice of the Coun—
sel; employ local attorneys; who will «
represent the Counsel locally; and who
will raise the money for the conduct of
the trials. To maintain such an agent in
the field will need money. It will
need $5,000.

It is only necessary to name Pitts—
burgh, Youngstown, Minnesota, and
Bayonne, to prove the necessity for
such a Counsel.
The existence of this Counse] gives

to every man and woman in the coun—
try who stands behind the unorgan—
ized workers a chance to make an in—
vestment where the returns to labor
will be the greatest. All sympathizers
of labor, all advocates of fair play in
the courts, all members of well organ—
ized trades will make the work of this
National Defense Counsel possible by
becoming a subscribing member—by
giving his share to the fund of $5,000
necessary to maintain the field work.
The individual subscription is not

fixed at a definite sum. The Finance
Committee believes that in a project
as important as this is to the most
helpless workers, if the sum be left to
the decision of individuals, they will
contribute  more. The Counsel are
giving their service without compen—
satlon You who cannot give such
service can give money. The small
sumof $5,000 will enable the agent to
collect at meetings throughout the
country many thousands for the de—
fense of labor. In this way your orig—
inal investment in the fund will yield
unlimited returns for labor.

_* Help us to crush the forces that are
\ trying to crush labor.

Herex Maror,
FrEmont OrnerR,
Daxte Barton,
Lincorn Sterrexs,
Ina Ravs.

Remittances to be sent to Ida Rauh,
Sec.—Treas., 33 West 14th street, New
York City.  
  

EUROPE
INCE Athens died, the life that is a light

Has never shone in Europe. Alien moods,

The oriental morbid sanctitudes,

Have darkened on her like the fear of night.

In happy augury we dared to guess

‘That her pure spirit shot one sunny glance

Of paganry acrossthe fields of France,

Clear startling this dim fog of soulfulness.

But now, with arms and carnage and the cries

Of Holy Murder, rolling to the clouds

Her bloody—shadowed smoke of sacrifice,

The Superstition conquers, and the shrouds

Of sanctimony lay their murky blight

Where shone of old the immortal—seeming light.

Max Eastman.

Arturo Giovanitti‘s Play

N Tuesday evening, October tenth, a great and enthusiastic

house witnessed the first production of Arturo Giovanitti‘s

fine war—play, "Red Shadows," in Italian, at the People‘s Theater,

with the distinguished Sicilian tragedienne, Mimi Aguglia, in the

part of Blanche Jourad.

Most war—plays have to do withthc superficial aspects of war

—battle, rape, violent death, and the exaltation of animal cour—

age, patriotism, and brute cunning. "Red Shadows," however,

though almost too full ofthe horrors of war, is concerned with

the fundamental proposition that war makes beasts of men.

The author takes as his study the figure of Maurice Jourad,

Socialist, distinguished French poet, and one of the foremost

championsof the Brotherhood of Man in Europe; and upon this

commanding personality he causes to break the full tide of the

German advance in Northern France, with its inevitable accom—

paniment of looting, drunken license, and the violation of women..

Blanche Jourad, his wife, a great musician, is assaulted by the

drunken soldiers; and from this springs all the terrible train of

events that make Maurice Jourad an avenging fiend preying

upon his own ideals:

Although the scene is France, and the people French revolt—

ing under German oppression, Giovanitti takes no sides. The

German Colonel, reverencing the.great poet and his famous wife,

attempting to restrain his maddened soldiers, and finally com—.

mitting suicide, is as noble a figure as any in the play. Here,

too, the author manages to convey the impression that it is war,

and not the German or French people, which commits atrocities ;

that it is war, and not merely guns, which destroys the only

life worth saving—the life of love, intelligence, and genius.

Lourss BrvaXt.

The Girl on the Cover

IFE—you will perceive from her expression—is still worth

living. We are indebted for this reassurance to Miss

Gerda Holmes, the film—actress, who posed for the picture, and

Frank Walts, who drew it.  



 

 

'P‘eople Used to Say—
that Pearson‘s Magazine was so deadly seri—
ous that you could only read it when you
were in a solemn mood.

PEARSON‘S is still serious but since
Frank Harris became its editor there is
many a smilein its columns and now and
then a good big laugh.

BUY THE NEXT ISSUE ONTHE NEWSSTAND AND SEE.
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A Magazine for Eudaemonists
Original Translations Art
Stories Russian Robert Henri
. Poems French George Bellows

Essays German Auerbach—Levy
Reviews Yiddish And others
Drawings Scandinavian

Ten Cents Per Copy—One Dollar a Year

The Pagan Pub. Co., 174 Centre St., New York
FRANKLIN 3246

A Unique Monthly
 

 

 

 

 

  
Sexual Problems of Today

By WILLIAM J. ROBINSON, M. D.

In this book the scientific knowledge of a physician, eminent as a specialist
in everything pertaining to the physiological and medical side of these topics, is
combined with the vigorous social views of a thinker who has radical ideas and :
is not afraid to give them outspoken expression.

! A few of the subjects which the author discusses in trenchant fashion are:
The Relations Between the Sexes and Man‘s Inhumanity to Woman.—The Influenceof Abstinence on Man‘s Sexual Health_and Sexual Power.—The Double , Standard

.

ofMorality and the Effect of Continence on Each Sex.—The Limitation of Offspring: the Most
Important Immediate Step for the Betterment of the Human Race, from an Economic andEugenic Standpoint—What To Do With the Prostitute and How To Abolish VencrealDisease—The QOuestion of Abortion Considered In Its Ethical and Social Aspects—Tortur:ing the Wife When the Husband Is At Fault.—Influence of the Prostate on Man‘s Mental

‘ Condition.—The Most Efficient Venereal Prophylactics, giol ete. [ C
"SEXUAL PROBLEMS OF TODAY" will give most of its readers in—

formation they never possessed before and ideas they never had before—or if
they had, never heard them publicly expressed before.

Sixth Edition, Cloth—Bound, 340 Pages, $2 postpaid.

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP    
 

 

A Hundred Years Ag’o

F we‘treat with France only when she

Survival of the Fittest has a government of which we ap—
‘prove, good God! we shall fight eter—
nally.—Charles James Fox.

THREE cubs the lioness brings forth,
four the tigress, but one the cow ;

yet many are the meek cattle, few the
beasts of. prey.—Buddha.  

Teachers

A SHORT article in a recent number
of Trx Masses provided food for

thought about "Educating the Teach—
ers.". The writer said, apropos of the
dismissal, in Chicago, of 38 members
of the. Teachers‘. Federation: "These
discharged teachers, excused from their
positions on the nedestal, will have a
chance for the first time to find out —
what life is in its adventurous aspects."
The security of their jobs was another
thing mentioned as detrimental to their
getting the best out of life. /

As to the Union I have nothing to
say, preferring to leave its working
out to those most concerned, but ‘twas
that pedestal that caught my atten—
tion. Whatever used to be the attitude
toward teachers, the pedestal has long
since been knocked from under them.
Unwise mothers still threaten their un—
ruly children with the teacher‘s pun—
ishment, so, in consequence, the pedes—
tal is well thorned for those particular
boys : the parents couldn‘t find it with,
a telescope: the general public toppled
it over long ago:—so the pedestal is
"an exploded idee."

The male teachers—though why an
able—bodied man should ever resort to
teaching in a public school is a mys~
tery—may feel secure in their positions,
especially if their politics are sufficient—
ly elastic to stretch to those of the sut—
perintendent and school committee; but
no woman teacher——and it‘s to be taken
for granted that the 38 dismissed teach—
ers were women—ever, felt her position
secure.

.

Young graduates are always
waiting for the places filled by older
teachers, and frequently, even .before
the Union was thought of, the most ex—
perienced of them were removed with
no reasons given.  If these women were
sure—of their positions there would be
a vast improvement‘ in the yearly re—
sults, for they could workfor the wel—
fare of the pupils with a freer hand
and a mind at ease.

Life "in its adventurous aspects" is
not wholly denied the women who
drudge in the public schools, for with
the children, the parents, the principal,
the superintendent, the school commit—
tee and the general public to satisfy,
something is doing. (‘The adventures
lack the snap of a broader, more ex—
citing encounter with life under less
supervision,—for

—

the ordinary teacher
becomes, in years, somewhat narrow in
point of view and cut and dried in gen—
eral outlook,—but a week‘s experience
in any public school would open the
eyes of manya critic doubtful as to the
adventures.

If to leave the school room for good
would give teachers "a better time than
they have ever had before," may the
day be hastened when they give up their
jobs and begin to live. If they could
be educated to take life more gaily,
more easily, they would get a long way
on the road to happiness. (g
What would become of the schools

should all the women take up some
other line of work is a question worth.
considering, but in that case the male
teachers would find. life wasn‘t all
"beer and skittles."

Jurta E. Deaxe.
Taunton, Mass.
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Masses Book Shop
—FICTION

The Revolt of the Angels, by Anatole
~France. Contains a "chapter which
all revolutionists ought to read for
the good of their souls and minds."
$1.75.

erpnnmnienmnieneinnmeies indceceonies
Jean—Christophe, Romain Rolland‘s
world famous novel. Translated by

* Gilbert Cannan.. In three volumes,
each complete in itself. $1.50 net
per volume. "The noblest work of
fiction of the twentieth century."

The Bomb, by Frank Harris. Emma
Goldman says: "It‘s not the monu—
ment at Waldheim that will keep
alive these great heroes—heroes in
their innocence and simplicity—but
it will be ‘The Bomb.‘"  Published,
$1.50; our price, 75¢.

ieonlnalna
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The Way of All Flesh, by Samuel
Butler.

_

Introductory  essay. by
Willian Lyon Phelps. New Amer—
ican edition.  Floyd Dell‘s and
Louis Untermeyer‘s choice. $1.60.

Eonultcein

ie

ioldtmeriamnt

"Wood and Stone," by John Cowper
Powys. Anew departure in Eng—
lish fiction. It suggests Dostoiev—
sky rather than Mr. Wells, and Bal—
zac rather than Mr. Galsworthy. In
its attempt to answer some of the
more dangerous dogmas enunciated
by Nietzsche, it does not scruple ‘to
make drastic use of that great
psycholigist‘s devastating insight.
More than 650 pages. $1.50 net.
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The Spy, by Maxim Gorky. A novel
of the revolutionary movement in
Russia, Formerly sold at $1.50; our
price, 80 cents.

PedESHEAebitad
d
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2t0Seoniewes

The Sins of the Children, by Cosmo
Hamilton,  Mr. Hamilton has han—
dled a difficult theme fearlessly, but
delicately.

.

‘It will cause many to
ask themselves "Have I done my
duty by my children"?. $1.40 net.

CbceEiohLi

olb‘

(—olaccbeirernt

Three Sons and a Mother, by Gilbert
Cannon.

.

The story of a mother of
commanding personality and with
the idea of The Family who domi—
nates the lives of her children. A
tremendously

.

interesting

—

novel.
$1.50 net. 1
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The Brook Kerith, by George Moore.The long heralded novel of the
Christ based on the theory

/

that
Jesus did not die on the cross but
lived out his life as a shepherd
away from all who had known him.
Later he meets Paul—— $1.50 net.
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Windy MePherson‘s Son, by Sher—
wood Anderson. A story of an or—
dinary business man relating chiefly
his—boyhood in a small village. Al—
most‘ Russian in its intensity. $1.40
net.

Sn
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nieelno.

Guimo, by Walter Elwood. A sympa—

thetic study of a half—caste Filipino
boy. $1.35.
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"Witte Arrives," by Elias Tobenkin.
A. remarkable portrayal of the life
of an immigrant Jewish boy and
the problems with which he wres—
tles in America. $1.25.

edarneesnslo 000Snol1t
The Six Pointed Cross in the Dust,
by John Roland.  A laughing, sing—
ing book of knight errantry. $1.30.

eennc

otaeouire
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The Harbor, by Ernest Poole. The
great novel of America. $1.40.

The Hope of Glory, by  William
Schuyler, author of "Under Pontius
Pilate." $1.25 net.

renmeinnnnsoe

ncn

no.P

A Tale of West and East, by L. F.
Strauss. A novel for those inter—
ested in modern ideas. $1.25 net.

emenneneiinol

ann

enuceLUn

Rodmoor, by John Cowper Powys. A
romance of English country life.
Mr. Powys‘ second novel. $1.50.
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"The Confession," by Maxim Gorky.
"The man seeks but does not find
until he comes upon the People, un— ‘
til he understands their Movement
and becomes a part of it—then for
the first time he is strong and
serene and understands why he is
alive."" $1.35.
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"Casuals of the Sea," by William Mc—
Fee. A tremendously real story of
life as a brother and sister found it.
"P. D." says this is one of tlie
events of the literary year. $1.50.
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"Moyle Church—Town," by John Tre—
vena.  A striking and stirring ro—
mance. $1.40.
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7Some of them are going
to be books, of course.

Why not place your or—
ders— through the Masses
Book Shop?

Send in the name and
address of the person to
whom you wish to make
the gift and we will send
the book with a Christmas
card bearing your name so
that it will arrive Christ—
mas morning.

Your choice is not lim—
ited to our advertisements.
We will procure for you
any book you name.

Send in your order now.

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP
33 West 14th St.
NEW YORK
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"Chelkash" and other stories, by Max—,
im Gorky. A collection of some of
Gorky‘s short stories in which his
genius found best expression. $1.25.

POETRY AND DRAMA
Three new plays just received from
England:
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Youth, by Miles Malleson. 40 cents.

 

The Dear Departing, from the Rus—
sian of Andreyef. 25 cents.; ASroee

ei
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Theatre of the Soul, from the Russian
of Evreinof. 25 cents.

esnn
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nuns

The three books sent for $1.00 post—>
paid. __

Mrnntende
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Poems of the. Irish Revolutionary
Brotherhood,. Thomas MacDonagh,
P. H. Pearse, Joseph Mary Plun—!
kett, Sir Roger Casement. Edited,
with an introduction, by Padraic
Colum and Edward J. O‘Brien. A
collection of the principal poems by
the leaders of the recent Izish in—
surrection, the first three of whom
have been executed. The biograph—
ical and historical introduction by
Padraic Colum is intensely interest—
ing. Send 55.

rmnprnnneeienes.
on
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cenannon
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Plays, by Lord Dunsany. The Gods
of the Mountain; ‘The Golden
Doom; King Argimenes and the.
Unknown Warrior; The Glittering
Gate; The Lost Silk Hat. $1.25 net.

"—and Other Poets," by Louis Unter—
meyer, author of "Challenge,". etc.
$1.25 net. The modern Parnassians,
Frost, Mascfield, Masters, Yeats,
Amy Lowell, Noyes, Pound, "F. P;
A.," etc., are the victims in this
irreverent volume of mirth and
thought provoking parodies.

The Poct in the Desert, by Charles
Erskine Scott Wood. _A series of
rebel poems fromthe Great Ameri—
can Desert, dealing with Nature,
Life and all phases of Revolution—
ary Thought. .Octavo, gray boards.
Price, $1.00.

Aorommmnimne
n
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Spoon River Anthology, by Edgar
Lee Masters. "The richest mine of
the new poctry that has yet been
opened up." Price, $1.25.=e————g__&___LLL__L___

"Plays of Protest," by Upton Sinclair.
$1.50.

 

Arrows in the Gale, by Arturo Gia—
vanitti.

.

A. collection of verse by the
gifted Italian poet. $1.00. s

fnnieneiemommm

ond

encomwlccefineaod

Images—Old and New, by Richard
Aldington. An important volume
of the new verse. 60 cents net.

mssiestens
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Laodice and Danae. Play in one act
in verse by Gordon Bottomley.

_

60
cents net. f  



   

 

  
      
              

          
    

      

      

    
  

    

  

    
  

      
 

TWO NEW BOOKS
OF POETRY _

Vie de Bordeaux
4 BY PITTS SANBORN.

A volume of free verse showing old Bor—
deaux in war time,  The Poems are executed
with remarkable fdelity to thythm, and in
their quiet but compelling realism they voice

the soul of France, who has conquered the
fear of death, It is perhaps in the depict—

ing of the intrepid grief of French woman—

hood that the author strikes his most poig—

nant note,

.

Boards, Net $1.00. &

Nine Poems from a Valetudinarium
3 BX DONALD EVANS.

In this latest volume we have Donald
Evans, the arch attitudinist, the maker of
glittering and feverishly adroit phrases,

suddenly become grave and simple, unaf—

fected and humble.  Those who know his

previous work will say some fundamental

upheaval of spirit has occurred in the poet.

Is he now emerging from behind his awful
Warriers? Has he conquered life, himself? >

About this book there is a halo of besuty
and an ennobling music that mark only
postry of indisputable fineness.  For the

first time this sardonic singer writes in a

mood of gupreme reverence. Neapolitan

Blue Boards, Net $1.00.

 

Order from your Bookseller or

NICHOLAS L. BROWN
Publisher in Belles—Letires

WIDENER BLDG. _PHILADELPHIA

Send for a copy of "The Art of Donald
Evans‘‘—It is Free.

L

 

 

l If you want for self or friends, a paper that

Red HOt combats all religious dogma, send 50¢. for

each subscriber and & published.  Don‘t

n tiekouatripa AGNOSHC ThySeutony
THE CRUCIBLE, Y, Paper| £

| § 1330 Ist Avenue, Seattle. 50 CENTS  

 

 

Three Wonderful Plays!
Received from f

"TheBomb Shop"
of London:
YOoUTH

By Miles Malleson,

40 cents

THE DEAR DEPARTING
By Andreyev .

Translated by Julius West

25 cents.

THEATRE OF THE SOUL
By Evreinof

Translated by Julius West

25 cents
Postage Extra. Send a dollar
for these three hitherto un
published _plays. The Masses Book Shop  
 

 

 

 

 

THE SEXUAL LIFE
By C. W. Malchow, M. D.

Embracing the Natural Sexual Impulse, Normal
Sexual Habits, and Propagation, together

with Sexual Physiology and Hygione.
Very much nonsense is written, and upon in—

vestigation it will be found that the average
library contains many books ‘that are calculated
to arouse and appeal to the passions, but very
little is to be found that is really instructive or
acts as food for thought upon the topic that
greatly affects all classes and kinds of people. An
effort has been made to present herewith some—
thing solid and to give only scientific and estab.
lished facts—such as will better enable those who
are interested in these matters to obtain and im—
part rational information.
Sold only to members of the medical, dental and

legal professions, to clergymen and students
of sociology.

Now In Its 4th Edition
318 Pages Price $3.00

33 w. 14th st. THE MASSES BOOK SHOP New York
    
 

 
 

adventure in verse.

our thwarted instincts.

the most real and important part of his life.

novel of the season.  

"EPAS"® THE JIG OF FORSLIN
‘‘One man‘s adventures in other men‘s lives"

The author of Earth Triumphajnt and Turns and Movies, called‘by the
Century Magazine one of the most important of the younger American pocts,
has written a new book in what is almost an untried literary form—a novel of.

_ It is based on the Freudian psychology. The ayerage man or womanfinds
in vicarious experience—that is, in reading or hearing about the adventures of
other men and women—escape from the monotony of existence. Novels, plays,
poems, concerts, the newspapers, the movies, smoking—room stories, all en—
rich our lives with a vast amount of vicarious experience and help to satisfy

Forslin, sitting in his room at night, i i imits iorslin, n his r , yearning to live beyond the limits imposed by the
fastidiousness of civilization and a too material world, falls into a sea of dx?eams, pyasses
through all manner of adventures, some sordid, some beautiful, and his dreams become

A wealth of startling and absorbing episode, poetry of i i4 s ; y of an unusual and stimulating beauty,
and a powerful Freudian motive that runs through the narrative, combine to mgke wh:t
we believe will be hailed not only the most interesting poem but also the most interesting

Four—color jacket by Dorothy Pulis Lathrop.  Cloth, uniform with EARTH TRIUMPHANT.
At all booksellers

THE FOUR SEAS COMPANY, Publishers, CORNHILL,
$1.25. net.

BOSTON    
 

  

That Mexican Conference

OR the past two months six dele—

gates have met in a joint peace

conférence. Its main objéct supposedl_y

was first the withdrawal of the Ameri—

can troops from Mexico ‘(who, ever so

long, have been a thorn in the side of

the people), and second, the adjustment

of the border difficulties between the

two nations. Three of the delegates

hailed from beyond the Rio Grande at}d

three were appointed by President Wil—

son.

When the delegates met they were

immediately surrounded by a mob

.

of

well—trained lobbyists. They represented

every corporation in Mexico which has

exploited the natural resources of that

unfortunate land; the very same«cor—

porations which have been the loudest

and most persistent in the demand for

intervention.

—

Mining operators, huge

land owners, bankers and oil men, they

all had their trained spokesmen, and the

American delegates listened to them all.

In fact, the American delegates did not

have to be coaxed; they capitulated at

once. The only one they did not listen
to was Big Brother Samuel Gompers.

He was received by the Mexican dele—

gates.

Needless to say, the mission of the

conference was forgotten by the Amer—

ican delegates. They instead began to

dabble into the internal aairs of the

‘Mexican people and began to advise

them how they should treat foreign

corporations. They pleaded that min—

ing operators should not be taxed too

heavily.

.

The laws must not be too

rigid.  Mexico must not be a law unto

itself, but should consider the foreign

investors. The American troops who

are still in Mexico were very adroitly

used as a club to impress the Mexican

delegates with the wisdom of their

American colleagues.

Paradoxical as it may seem, not a

single delegate appointed by President
Wilson, who is trying to tell the Mexi—

cans how to conduct their affairs, has

ever been in Mexico, has the slightest

knowledge of the Spanish language and
I doubt if they are in sympathy. with
the revolution. And yet some people
wonder why the Mexicans look with
suspicion tipon the United States.

BerNARD GALLANT.

 

Behind the Times

EANWHILE, may I drop you a wee

hint? Yours is a magazine of rebellion

and super—progress.  Why then are you so

antiquated in regard to religion? Do you
not know that in the faith we are having
rebellions as red as Bill Haywood Socialism?

Yet almost every mention you make of re—

ligion sounds as if you wereliving in the age
of St. Francis. ‘Why don‘t you get wise

to the real situation in this quarter? Whether
you have realized it or not you have been as

unfair to religion as you claim the capitalists
and bureaucrats are to the workers.  What
many of your readers suppose to be the very

latest kink in morals and social ideals, has
long been stale in hundreds of theological

works.

Yours for fair play all the way round.
H. L, Harwoov.

Church of the Redeemer, Waterloo, Ta.
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Horizons, by Robert Alden Sanborn.

) ~ Exquisite cadences, fmpressionistic
pictures, touches of the bizarre and
audacious. 60 cents net.

"The State Forbids," by Sada Cowan.
) Miss Cowan‘s famous Birth Control

play. 60 cents.

Ephemera; Greek Prose Poems, by
Mitchell S. Buck. Printed through—
out on Japan paper, and bound in
half Vellum, Fabriano sides; gilt
top, deckle edge. Edition limited to
750 numbered copies. Price $2.25
net. ;

‘Two Deaths in the Bronx. A Volume
of Poems by Donald Evans. A se—
ries of pitiless photographs of prof—
ligate men and women who fritter
away life, seeking new pleasures,
new sensations. Ebony gray boards,
antique wove paper.  $1.00 net.

The Ballad of Joseph the Nazarene,
by "Williams," and A Sermon on
Reverence, by Max Eastman. Be—
ing two reverent utterances com—
monly accounted Blasphemy. Price
12 cents postpaid.

The Awakening of Spring, by Frank
Wedekind. $1.25 net.

Such Is Life, a play in five acts, by
Frank Wedekind. $1.25 net.

Motherlove, a one—act play, by Av,{gust
Strindbergm 35 cents net.

The Jig of Forshin, by Conrad Aiken.
A novel of adventure in verse—pow—
erful and varied poetry which is as
varied as the many moods of the
shifting episodes. $1.25 net.

"Four Short Plays," f;y Charles Fred—
eric Wirdlinger, author of "The
World and His Wife."  $1.00.

"Read—Aloud Plays," by Horace Hol—
ley, author of "Divinations and Cre—
ations." $1.00.

"Will, He Come Back?". a one—act
comedy by Felix Grendon. A play
dealing with the changing morality
of our times. 25 cents.

"Vie de Bordeaux," by PittSanborn.
A remarkable volume of free verse
gealing with France and the war.
1.00.

"Nine Poems from a Valetudinarian,"
by. Donald Evans. A new book
érorxr"this‘ excellent maker of verse.
1.00,

‘The Factories and Other Poems," by
Margarét Widdemer. A collection
of some of Miss Widdemer‘s most
beautiful verse. $1.00.

SOCIOLOGY ETC.
Above the Battle, by Romain Rolland

(France), author of "Jean Chris—
tophe."  These essays were sup—
pressed in France because they de—
nounced war and called upon social—
ists in France and Germany to de—
clare a strike. $1.00 net.

A B C of Socialism, by I. G. Savoy
and M. O. Teck, This book is not
academic.  It is written for the
every—day reader who, having but
a few hours a day wishes to gain a
fundamental knowledge of the basic
principles of Socialism. It is a
book of big ideas in small words.
6oc. postpaid.

New Wars for Old, by John Haynes
Holmes. A "statement of radical
pacifism‘" by\ the—leading advocate
of non—resistance. $1.50.

The Theoretical System of Karl
Marx, by Louis B..Boudin, author
of "Socialism and War."
excellent synthesis of the Socialist
ideas of the world, history, society,
etc. $1.00, postpaid.

The Socialism of Today, edited by
William English Walling, Jessic
Wallace Hughan, J. G.. Phelps
Stokes, Harry W. Laidler, and oth—
er members. of ghe Intercollegiate
Soci@list Society. About 500 pages.
$1.60 net.

Socialism in America, by John Macy.
A vivid and int_eresting description —
of Socialist principles and tactics
from the revolutionary point of
view. Price, $1 net.

Socialism—and War, by L. B. Boudin.
"This book is a masterly review and
summing up of the war from‘a
Socialist viewpoint and deserves the
widest possible reading and circula—
tion."—Eugene V. Debs. In cloth,
$1.10 postpaid.

Marx‘s Capital. Greatest of all Social—
ist'(\iavorks. 3 vols. Price, $6.00 post—
paid. s

"A Message to the Middle Class," by
Seymour Deming. Mr. Deming‘s
brilliant Essay that has attracted so
much attention. 55 cents.

From Doomsday to Kingdom Come,
by Seymour Deming. A caustic
commentary on things as they are
—militarism,  commercialism, pre—
paredness. 50 cents net.

A Pillar of Fire, a Profane Baccalau—
reate, by Seymour Deming. A bril—
liant discourse upon college educa—
tion. $1.00.

Poverty and Riches, by Scott Near—
ing. A study of the industrial re—
gime by the author of "Income." A
keen analysis of why the Rich are
getting richer and the Poor poorer.
$1.00 net.

If t an .

The Single Tax Movement in, the
U. S., by Arthur Nichols Young,
Ph.D., Instructor in Economics at
Princeton. A summary of the ef—
forts of the Single Taxers to trans—
late their beliefs into political ac—
tion. $1.50 net.

Joseph Fels, His Life Work, by Mary
Fels. An engrossing story of one of
one of the most prominent figures
in sociological work. Reviewed in
this issue. $1.00.

"On the Enforcement of Law in
Cities," by Brand Whitlock. It
answers with fime balance and in
brilliant style that section of the
community which has faith in vice
crusades and the policeman‘s strong
arm generally. 50 cents.

"The Socialism of Today," by Wall—
ing, Hughan, Stokes, Laidler and
others. A thorough study of mod—
ern Socialism covering all shades of
opinion within the Socialistic
ranks. $1.60.

SEX
Problems of Sex, by Profs. Thompson
and Geddes. Regular price, 50c.; by
M. B. S., 35c. postpaid.

The Sexual Life, by C. W. Malchow,
M.D.. Third edition. Price, $3.00.
Sold only to physicians, dentists,
lawyers, clergymen, also students of
sociology. 7

Being Well—Born, by Michael F. Guy—
er, Professor of Zoology, Univer—
sity of Wisconsin. Decidedly the
best of American Texts on Euger— ,
ics. Price, $1.00.

Sexual Life of Our Times, by Prof.
Iwan Bloch. "The most radical and
profound study of sex yet pub—
lished."  Price, $5. Sold only to
professionals.

Love‘s Coming — of — Age, by Edward
Carpenter. The truth about Sex,
told frankly, boldly, wisely, charm—
ingly.  Price, $1.00.

Kisch on the Sexual Life of Woman.‘
Medical Edition, $5.00. New gen—
eral edition, $1.60 postpaid. This is
the first time that Prof. Heinrich
Kisch‘s exhaustive study of woman
is obtainable by the lay reader. Jur—
ists, officers, social workers and
writers will find this famous work
of inestimable value.

Love, by Dr. Bernard S. Talmey. A
Treatise on the Science of Sex At—
traction. For the use of physicians,
lawyers, sociologists and writers on
the subject. Price $4.

The Small Family System: Is it in—
jurious or immoral? by Dr. C. V.
Drysdale. An exhaustive examina—
tion by a scientist, proving that
both public and private health and
morals are improved by control of
births. $1.10 postpaid. 
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Three Néw Books
For ThinkingPeople=
POVERTY AND RICHES

By SCOTT NEARING, Ph.D.
Pean of the College _of Arts and Sciences,

Toledo University. 7

Scott Nearing tells why the rich are get—
ting richer antd the poor poorer.  He argues
«that there is no justice in the present dis—
tribution of wealth, and he points out a new
regime which he claims will abolish poverty.

Dr. Nearing presents an array of facts
and arguments which are worthy of atten—
tion and are sure to arouse interest and
sympathy. 293 pages. Cloth. $1.00 Net.

THE CRY FOR JUSTICE
An Anthology of the Literature

Protest.

This is one of the most interesting books
ever published. The Review of Reviews

of ~Social

 

 

Will He Come
Back?
A One ActComedy

By FELIX GRENDON

Gives a clue to the changing
sex morality of our time and
illustrates a new way in
which women are feeling
and acting toward men.

‘Twenty Five Cents

The Masses Book Shop  
 

 

 says, "It is a new world‘s history, and a
vision of hope for the world
Chicago Evening Post calls it
the year."  It is a Gospel of the new hope
of the race. 950 pages. Illustrated. Cloth.
$2.00 Net.

‘THE FACTORIES and Other Poems
By MARGARET WIPDEMER

Contains the widely—quoted poém of ‘"The Fac—
tories,"" and many other notable poems which
mark Miss Widdemer‘s gift of spontancous and
haunting music. 128 pages. Cloth, $1.00 Net.
Go into any bookstore and see these books,

or let us send you free, full descriptive cireu—
lars and our book catalogue.

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO.
— 1002 Winston Bldg. Philadelphia

 

       
The BALLAD OF JOSEPH

THE NAZARENE
By "WILLIAMS® and A Sermon on

Reverence By Max Eastman

Being two reverent utterances com—
monly accounted Blasphemy

rarNreD Ar HILCACRE
rivERIDE, CoNNECTICUT
Price 12 cents postpaid

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP  
 

 

"Of 250,000 Corporations in

the U. S. nearly one—half do —

~—not pay—Why?
A RECENT r‘eport of the Federal Trade

Commission shows that of 250,000 corpo—
rations in the United States, 100,000— have no
net income whatever. 90,000 make less than
$5,000 a year, while the remaining 60,000 make
$5,000 a year and over. These striking figures
exhibit a condition which has been going on
for many years.

Business Education the Remedy

According to Edwin N. Hurley, Vice—Chair—
man of the Federal Trade Commission, the
remedy lies in standardizing business methods
and systems and in teaching business men the
great fundamental principles of organization
and efficiency. Industrial preparedness must
be the watchword of the future. $

It.is this broad grasp of the fundamentals of business,
that the Alexander Hamilton Institute is teaching to more
than 40,000 men in America today.
‘The Institute collects, classifies and transmits to you,

thru the Modern Business Course and Service, the best
thought and practice in modern business.  It will give
you a thoro and sound training in the fundamental prin—
ciples underlying all departments of business—it will
give you a knowledge that could be otherwise obtained
only by years of bitter experience—if at all.

\
Advisory Council

Bus_ines§ and educational authority of the highest
standing is rbpresented in the Advisory Council of the
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Alexander Hamilton Institute. This Advisory
Council includes Frank A. Vanderlip, president
of the National City Bank; Judge E Gary,
head of the U. S. Steel Corporation; John Hays
Hammonds,.the eminent engineer; Joseph French
Johnson, Dean of the New York University
School of Commerce, and Jeremiah W. Jenks,
the statistician and. economist.

‘Forging Ahead in Business"
A careful reading of this 128—page book, ‘"Forg—

ing Ahead in Business," which we will send you
free will repay you many times over.  It will
help you measure what you know—what you
don‘t know, and what you should know—to make
success sure.
your copy.

Alexander Hamilton Institute
527 Astor Place New York City

Send me "Forging Ahead in Busi—
ness"‘—FREE

Business
Address

Business

Positions c m elmcatoien ce weeepnhes s oc

Simply sénd the coupon below for —  

Commentary

YOU asked me once what I thought '
of Tms Masses as propaganda; and

I have been‘waiting until I could make
a ‘cheerful reply. This last numberof
Tar Masses strikes me as having more
purpose than any of its predecessors—
almost it seems as though it had at
last found itself.

Heretofore, Max Eastman has wast—.
ed too much space in mere pirouet—
ting and I rejoice at seeing him pick
out a job suitable to his size and abil—
ity. In attempting to infuse into Marx
what has happened since Marx, seems
to me about the most needful treat—
ment Socialism needs, and he (East—
man) has shouted that he has diag—
nosed properly; so I am, hoping that
he keeps his feet on the ‘ground until
he sweats this stunt out properly.

A few of your pictures and more of
your verse are still, thank God, be—
yond me—though I am not always
quite sure in which direction.

Also at times, it seems to me that
your fear of the dear old library table
takes you a little too close to the saw—
dust floor.

The "Ballad" was a delight and a
glory! While admitting that the prose
in the last verse came from an ecstat—
ic heart, I must also confess that it de—
tracted rather than added to my own

. ecstacy. To me it was a descent from
realism to naturalism.

You had a burlesque show thing last
winter which was a regular joy—ride
for me. Your confounded book re—
views are so infernally tantalizing that
they wring my heart. A private eco—
nomic slump has put me in the posi—
tion, while reading them, of a bum
looking through a cafe window and as
this is both reminiscent and possibly
prophetic, I am forced to be of two
minds while—reading them.

At times Tme Masses displays an
intellectual priggishness: which rubs
me a little. Mere youth, I presume;
but I prefer the mental freedom which
is sufficiently seasoned to appreciate
the state of those who still trust their
spiritual pastors and masters. What
I mean is, that while still fighting slav—
ery lustily and hating the master with—
out let or hindrance, one should still
be patient and sympathetic with the
slave—in print. When a young slave
can be isolated, a sound cussing is due
him; but it is undignified to throw
bricks at the good old slaves who hon—
estly believe that their loyalty is a
virtue. :

There was lots of good in the old
family ideal even though there was
lots —of oppression in the old family
as a fact. ~I expect‘ a magazine like
Trz Masses to show an instinctive dis—
crimination between good and evil,
and not to boil the dog in order to
kill the fleas.

At the same time, I realize that
Tuz. Masses is about the only mag—
azine in existence which holds up the
mirror to To—day which is a high
senough mission for anyone.

& * Sinceerly, —

Norwalk, Conn.

$
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Masses Book Shop
Told Tales, by Dr. RobinsonA

N?{es%ould be read by everyone, phy—

sician and layman, ‘cspccxally those

contemplating

.

marriage. Cloth.

Send $1.10.
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Love‘s Coming of Age, by Edward

i Carpenter. A series of papers on

the relations of the sexes. $1.00

net.
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The Limitation of Offspring by the

Prevention of Pregnancy, by Dr.

Robinson. Send $1.10.
EL_EA

3ex Knowledge for Boys and Men, by

William J. Robinson, M.D.  An cle—

mentary book written in plain, un—

derstandable language, which should

be in the possession of every adoles—

cent boy and every parent. Send

$2.00. Postpaid.
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"Mother and the Child," by Noram

Barnesby, M.D.

_

One of the best

books on the subject yet published.

$1.25.,

(Drama of Love and Death," by Ed—

ward Carpenter.  One of the best

additions to the literature of Sex.

) $1.50.

3 VALUABLE BOOKLETS
"Diana"
‘‘Marriage Myths" . taes

Reveal the secret of happiness in matringe.
"Right Eating a Science and a Fine Art""

How to weigh just what you should I
17e Each—All three for 50c Postpaid.  y. KIMMEL, 225 W. 39th St., New York

PSYCHOLOGY, ETC.
‘The Psychology of Relaxation, by

George Thomas White Patrick.

|

A
notable and unusually interesting

volume explaining the importance

of sports, laughter, profanity, the

use of alcohol, and even war as fur—
nishing needed relaxation to the
higher nerve centers. $1.25 net.

Psychology of the Unconscious, by
Dr. C. G. Jung. Authorized transla—
tion by Beatrice M. Hinkle, M.D.
The work is an outgrowth of
Freud‘s method of psycho—analysis.
The translator is a member of the
Neurological Department of Cornell
University and the New York Post—
Graduate Medical School. $4.

Thinking as a Science, by Henry Haz—
litt. Telling us how to think, and
how to search for the rules and
methods of procedure which will
help us in thinking creatively, origi—
nally and, not least of all, surely,
correctly. Net $1.00.

"wit an(}, Its Relation to the Uncon—
scious," by Professor Dr. Sigmund
Ereud Translated by A. A. Brill,
h.D., M.D. Appeals alike to the

layman and the stud 5analysis.

|

$2.50. u\/mt ts

“Lepnardi Da Vinci," by Professor
Sigmund Freud.  Translated by
Brill,  A psychoanalytic study of
fche great painter with an interest—
ing interpretation .of the "Mona
Tiga" snille. $125.

*«"Analytical Psychology," by Dr. C. J.
Jung.  Edited and Translated by
Lonstax}pe Long. _A collection of
the writings of the famous psycho—

__analyst. $3.50.

MISCELLANEOUS
The War in Eastern Europe, de—

scribed by John Reed and pictured
by Boardman Robinson—two wel—
come contributors to The Masses.
They viewed not only the battle
fronts, but obtained the homely, un—
familiar life of the people at the
crucial period.  $2.10 postpaid.

Young India, an Interpretation and a
History of the Nationalist Move—
ment from Within, by Lajpat Rai.
The leader of the struggle for self—
government in India tells the story
of that nation‘s wrongs, its aspira—
tions and demands. It is a passion—
ate yet scholarlystatement of a peo—
ple‘s oppression that will appeal to
lovers of liberty. $1.50 net.
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Art, by Clive Bell. The author, well

known as a critic, warmly, cham—

pions the cause of the post—impres—

sionists and puts forward a new

theory of art.. Net, $1.50.
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‘The New History, by Prof. James

Harvey Robinson. Reviewed in the

June issue. Price, $1.50.
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"Visions and Revisions," by John

Cowper Powys. A book of essays

on great literature. The New York

Times said "It is too brilliant, that

is the trouble." 300 pp., $2.00 net.

Maurice Maceterlinck, by Una Taylor,
a critical study. $2.00 net.

LResies

"The Women of Shakespeare," by

Frank Harris. A delightful study of
Shakespeare‘s heroines. $2.00.

Understanding Germany, by  Max
Eastman, Editor of The Masses,

The Only Way to End the War and

Other Essays. Ready September
sth. $1.25 net.

Towards a Lasting Settlement, by G.
Lowes Dickinson and other English
writers. A study of the means of
preserving peace based upon the
amity of nations. —Reviewed in this
issue.  $4.00. j

Wel anies

American Labor Year Book, 1916.
The first publication of its kind pub—
lished in America. To be published
annually. —Prepared by The Depart—
ment of Labor Research of The
Rand School of Social Science. Pa—
per‘bound, 50c.; cloth, $1.00.

Eternity.

—

World—War Thoughts on
Life and Death, Religion, and the
‘Theory of Evolution, by Etnest
Haeckel, Professor at the Univer—

sity of Jena. Price, cloth, $1.25 net.

One Hundred Best Books, compiled
by John Cowper Powys. It. con—

tains a commentary on each book
and an essay on "Books and Read—
ing." 75 cents net.
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Shakespeare, by John Mascfield. A

sympathetic and valuable study.

Price, 50 cents.
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Radical Views, by Ralph Brandt. An

interesting collection.  Bound in

limp leather. Price, $1.00.

 

‘The World‘s Sixteen Crucified Sav—

fors, by Kersey Graves. $1.65 post—

paid.
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New Wars for Old, by John Haynes

Holmes: A statement of Radical

Pacifism in terms of force versus

non—resistance, with special refer—

ence to the facts and problems of

the Great War. $1.50 net.
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The Tyranny of Shams, by ]qseph

McCabe, formerly |a Franciscan

monk, now Ultra—Radical writer and

lecturer.

—

$1.50 net.in

k

"Laws of American Divorce," by a

lawyer.. A standard work, Every—

one interested in the great Ameri—

can problem of divorce should pos—

sess this book. $1.00.

‘The Book of the Dance, by Arnold

Genthe. A collection of marvellous

photographs which have caught ad—

mirably the spirit of our famous

dancers. Also an excellent preface.

— $6.00 net. _ #
2

"The Ireland of Today," by Varied

Hands. An interesting study of

present conditions in the Emerald

Isle. $3.00.
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"Modern Germany" in relation to the

Great War by various German writ—

ers. Translated by W. W._White—

lock. A remarkable collection of

essays that will help to understand

Germany during the present con—

flict. $2.00.
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Education, by Randolph S. Bourne.

With an introduction by William

Wirt,

_

superintendent

_

of Gary

Schools. A comprehensive account

of the new theory of education

which has proved so practicable in

Gary. $1.15 net. s
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"Six Days ofthe Irish Republic," by

L. G. Redmond—Howard. An ac— .

count and explanation of the Easter:

rebellion by one eminently qualified

to tell the sto $1.00. f 



  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

 

  

   

  

 

  

AN IMPORTANT AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY*

HE story of Joseph Fels, manufacturer of Fels—Naptha Soap, who turned away from business with

the deliberate object of making the world better, appeals intensely to su}del}ts of social problerr;?

The romance of his life work is told by his widow, who was his inspiration, and who is the

inspiring genius of the agencies carrying on the work he ‘began. & . y

l)In a narrative having the progressive interest of a novel and the informing value of a tre:fgxse on

current modern history, Mrs. Fels relates how her husband‘s philanthropic endeavors, movmgd Ztlt

first along the more conventional lines of charity, were, through a logical evolution, consecrated. to

the nobler object of making charity, in its present sense unnecessary. ;

Mr. Fels reached independently the general position ‘of Henty George.

.

He be?ame 3 single

taxer, not because he wanted to reform fiscal methods, but because he gradually learned_ to ll}n-
derstand that the general property tax, and the system of private land monopoly which it implies,

are throttling humanity and raising up the most monstrous injustice the world has ever seen.

*JOSEPH FELS: HIS LIFE—WORK
By Mary Fels

With three portraits. $1 net.
B. W. Huzssort, Publisher zes Fifth avenue, New York

ART SCHOO
= a a 72 Washington Square So.0 a n

n a a a a n NewYork Cityna a n a a
FREDERIC BURTmMV.MUSSELMAN—CARREDRECTORS

 

 

  

      

  

 

  

  

  

   

  
  

  

        

  

    

  

 

  

  

  

   

(eprihefurniture
that ariists ie +*~>
We teach youhow
to mateUyouryeff—

so you Canhavelas ——
mavidual asyoue
Incidenially wesave you mioney

LOUISE BRIGCHAMS STUDIO
16 HoRario ST. _w.Y.C._

Y OU HAVE A BEAUTIFEFUL
But Your Nose? s

CATALOGUE FREE

FA CE
 

 
BEFORE

In this age attention to your appearance is an ab—
solute necessity if you expect to make the most out,
of life. Not only should you wish to appear as at—
tractive as possible for your own self—satisfaction,
which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
find the world in general judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks,"" therefore it pays to "look
your best‘" at all times. Permit no one to see you
looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon
the impression you constantly make rests the failure

Which is to be your ultimate
My new nose—shaper, "Trados" (Model 22),

corrects .now .ill—shaped  noses  without  operation
quickly, safely and permanently.  Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one‘s daily occupation, being
worn at night. Write today for free booklet, which
tells you how to correct ill—shaped noses without cost
if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist,
585 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

or ‘success of your life.
destiny?

    
 

MASSES ADVERTISEMENTS ARE PRINTED IN GoOD FAITH; To THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE THEY ARE FULLY RELIABLE,  

Mrs. Sang‘er's Mag‘azine

WOULD you have room in the pres—
ent issue of Te MassEs to an—

nounce that there is under way a Birth
Control publication  called the. Birth
Control Review, of which I am the ed—
itor and Dr. Frederick A. Blossom the
managing editor.  It will be ready for
December the first. Subscriptions one
dollar a year.

Marcaret Saxcer,

165 Lexington Ave., New York City.&

Statement of the ‘ownership, management,
circulation, etc., required by the Act of Cong—
ress of August 24, 1912, of THE MASSES,
published monthly at New York, N. ¥., f6
October 1, 1916. State of New York, County
of New York,

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally ap—
peared Merrill Rogers, who, having duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that
he is the Business Manager of THE MASSES,
and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publica—
tion for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 191%, em:
bodied in section 448, Postal Laws and Regu—
lations, printed on the reverse of this form,
to wit: 1. That the names and addresses of
the. publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are: Publisher, The Masses
Publishing Co., 88 West 14th St., New York
N. ¥.; Editor, Max Eastman, 338 West M4th
St., New  York, N. Y.; Managing Editor,
Floyd Dell, 38 West 14th St., New York, N.
V.; Business Manager, Merrill Rogers, 83
West 14th St., New VYork, N. Y, 2. That the
owners are: (Give names and addrecses of in— |
dividual owners, or, if a corporation, give its
name and the names and addresses of stock:
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of the total amount of stock.)  ‘he Masses
Publishing Co., 38 West 14th St., New York
N. Y.; Eugene Wood, Northport, E. L.; Max

tman, Croton—on—Hudson, N. Y John
Sloan, 88 Washington Place, New York, N.
¥ lice Beach_Winter, 53 East 59t St.

i C... ¥.9 Chan Ad N D8
New York, N. ¥.; E ©

s 31st St., New York, YA
Horatio_ Winslow;. 620 East T7th St., New
York, N. ¥.; Cornelia Barnes, 28 S. Sist St.
Philadelphia, Pa,; Glenn 0. Coleman, 9
Patchen Place, New York, N. ¥.; George
Bellows, 146 East 19th New York, N. Y.;
Stuart Davis, 158 S. Arlington Ave., East
Orange, N. J.; K. R. Chamberlain, 98 So.
Elliot Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.; William Eng—
lish Walling,  Greenwich,  Conn.; Arthur
Young, 9 st 17th St, New York, N. Y.;
H. J. Turner, 14 W. 20th St, New York

N. Y.; Maurice Becker, 9 West 14th St., New
York, N. ¥.; John_ Reed, 48 Washington
Square, New York, N. ¥.; Howard Brubaker,
Greens Farms, Conn.; Mary H. Vorse O‘Brien,
121 Washington Place, New York, N. ¥.;
Robert Carlton Brown, Tenafly, N. J.; Louis
Untermeyer, 231 West 97th St, New York
N. ¥.; Robert Minor, 444 Pearl St, New
York, N. ¥.; John Barber, 2140 Fifth Ave,
New York, N. Y.; Helen Marot, 206 West
18th, St, New York N. Y.. 8 That the
known, bondholders, mortgagees, and other se—
curity holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortzages,
or. other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) Nomne. 4. That the two paragraphs
next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, con—
tain not only the list of stockholders and se—
curity holders as they appear upon the books
of the company but also, in cases where the J
stockholder ‘or security holder appears, uDi..
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the per—
son or. corporation. for whom such trustee‘ is
acting, is given; also that the said two para—
graphs contain statements embracing affant‘s
full knowledge and belief as to the cireum—
stances and. conditions under, which stock
holders and security holders who do not ap—
pear upon the books of the company as trus—
tees, hold stock and. securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and
this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or  corporation. has
any interest direct or indirect in
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated. by him.

Meraitz Rocers, >
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this |
13th/ day of Oct., 1916.
(SEAL) C. A. Incarts.

(My bommission expires March 80, 1917.) 
the  said |
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No We Don‘t Advise Peoplc

to Do Things We Aren‘t

Up to Ourselves

SOME few years ago I remember
reading in the Illustrated London

News this sentence from the pen of
G. K. Chesterton: "It may be true
that many South American presidents
are shamelesly shot,. but it is even
more true that many. North American
milionaires are left shamelessly un—
shot."  And now I read in Te Masses
from the pen of Wilber Byner a poem
addressed to the unemployed, in
which he advises the desperate to "kill

," ‘presumably an«"American

Are these writings of Chesterton
and Bynner to be taken at their face
value, literally and seriously? Is this
the Revolutionist answer to King
Rockefeller, King Morgan, King Car—
negie, et al?. These things make one
blink a bit. Instead of the "inter—
national war of capitalists," as waged
in Europe, are we to have here in
Americaa national revolution against
the capitalists precipitated by a home—
grown Prinzip of the "unemployed" or
the "exploited." Some clean—cut ex—
pression on this point in TE Masses
seem the next thing in order. Is this
sentence of Chesterton‘s only a sen—
tence, this poem of Bynner‘s only a
poem, is the "feeling" in these only
a feeling or are these to be accepted
as "weapons and counsels of revolu—
tion" to put into execution?

For God‘s sake, where are we at?

Yours, a bit perturbed,

Incocntro.

A Conscientious Obiector

RECEIVED the copy of TMasszs
in lieu of the New Review, and am,

with others no doubt, disappointed that
the New Review has found it necessary
to consolidate with Te Masses.

The kind of illustrations used in Trx
Masses are, to me, absolutely meaning—
less and I believe I am just as much in
earnest in having society revolutionized
as you. We need just such a Review
as has now become buried in an entirely
different type of magazine, for the en—
lightening of many people who. would
not be drawn to Tzr Masses. I hope
yet you will seevthe advisability of a
pictureless magazine that will give in—
formation on economic matters for a
class that is every year becoming great—
er, but which is not identified wholly
with the revolutionary class.

No! I do not care to subscribe to
Tuz Masses. Its pictures give me the
shivers.

Yours for a better social state,

H. N. Bartuett.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

From a Preacher
AM a preacher and I read Tite Masses.
There is one trouble with your paper. It

should appear every week, .It is the finest in—
tellectual stimulus of the month and I look
forward to it with keen pleasure.

I thank your for Boardman Robinson‘s "The
Deserter," and John Reed‘s "At the Throat of
the Republic." I wish we could get some of
this "good news" on the required reading list
in our courses which bring up the young min—
ister in the straight and narrow. C. _BAQ.

C 8
1490West 35®Street.NewYork

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artists‘ Materials
At Halpern‘s

3 East 30th St., N.Y.C.

°_

«fp . Gif Water and
Tel. Mad. Sq.'6928 <+ Tempera Col

Picture Framing

 

 

 

 

wap s
Artist‘s Materials
MANUFACTURERS and IMPORTERS

Iustrators, Mural Printers, Decorators‘ and
Sculptors‘ Supplies. Artists‘ Canvas, Wooden—
ware, Oil and Water Colors, Picture Framing.

E. H. & A.C. FRIEDRICHS CO.
163 W. 57th St. New York City

 

 

 

Go to Lee‘s Art Shop—
—for. Artists‘ Materials

Rembrandt Oil Colors. Tempera Colors.

Manufacturer of Artists‘ Woodenware
Mail orders promptly aftended to.

940 Eighth Avenue, opp. Van Dyke Studios,
N. Y. City, Phone "Circle 187"

 
 

 

 

 STUDIOS, ROOMS; ARTISTS, WRITERS
Central, Light, Clean. Low Rents

12 East 1sth St., very large space... $25

6 East 15th St., steam heat, elec.light $45

240 West rati®t. ;. ... .000 un $25

Monthly to Desirable Tenants

MORRIS E. STERNE, INC., 9 E. 14th St.

LIFE — STUDIES
DRAPED AND IN THE NUDE

Original: Photographs in Portfolios

The Basis of an Art—Training in
Figure—Work

These are direct, black photographic
prints on double—weight paper, intended
for the exclusive use of painters, illus—
trators, architects, designers and art—
students. Hundreds of such men have
accorded them high praise for beauty
of pose, excellence of photographic
technique and sincerity of purpose.

There is no catalog, samples are not
submitted, nor are the sets sent on ap—
proval; but they are sold under the
Photo—Era Guaranty, which is known to
be an absolute assurance of satisfaction
in every respect.

Sets A, C or O.. 20—s5 x 7 Prints
Sets nB D. EB C B of L

P 12—8 x to Prints

Price, $5.00 each, express paid

, _With Photo—Era, 1 year, $6.00

PHOTO—ERA, Trade—Agent
388 Boylston St. Boston, U. 8. A. 
 

 

 

 

WANTED—One Copy December 1912 MASSES

Collect $1.00 JOHN REED, care Masses
 

 

   STUDIO hours for rent, 2 West 16th St., first floor,
17x82; oak floors; electricity, Knabe grand piano

for recitals, practice, dancing, lectures, or committee
meetings. ~Roy Nash, 70—5th Ave. Chelsea 7841.
 

 
 

MODERN ART STUDIO
Onorio Ruotolo Carlo Leonetti

11 East 14th Street

New York City

School of Modelling, Painting
and Drawing

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR
Garden Fountains, Portraits, Busts, Memorial

Monuments, Decorations, Drawing. Ete.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION 
  



The Soul of a Bell Boy
HAVE you ever looked at a bell—boy

and wondered what he was like?
Well, here is some first—hand informa—
tion from Jess Stanton, bell—boy at the
Lawrence Hotel, Erie, Pa.:

"I am tired of the artificialness of
life; bored with the endless monotony
of trying to be perfectly happy; dis—
gusted with the society folk who gad

Profusely illustrated, Net $1.00
_ ‘The Editor of "The Masges" diagnoses the art and. writing of popular American money—making maga—
ines and warns us of the effect that the continued vorue of these publications will have upon art and
literature in general.

The contrast between ‘the aspect of this book and that of the magazines in your home makes Mr,
Eastman‘s argument very conyvincing. If you would like to see the magazine on your table improved
read. ‘"Journalism Versus Art‘.

Modern Russian History
By Alexander Korniloy, translated by Alexander

By Max Eastman

The Russian School of Painting
By Alexandre Benois, translated by Abraham

8. Kaun, Two volumes, with maps,
tops, boxed $5.00 not per set.

The only adequate history of modern Russia

gilt Yarmolinsky, introduction by Christian Brin—
+ ton, 32 full page plates, bound in the

Russign manner, boxed $3.00 net.

about in gaudy Aress  with enameled
faces; sick of the religxous—gqod peo—
ple in their way, but awfully tiresome,
who wander from place to place with
fatuous smiles of contentment on their
pale faces.

"I wish I were\living the primitive
life. I want to meander over the hills
and through—the woods; to inhale copi—
ous draughts of ozone; to bask in the

available to the reader of English, And unique
in that it is the first history of modern Russia
ever written by a Russian.  Kornilov, whose
point of view is liberal, is one of the most
popular lecturers in Petrograd, and he is a pro—
écssar there at the Politechnicum of Peter the
reat.

ALFRED A. KNOPF —

A concise yet brilliant, scholarly and interesting
survey of the entire field, and the work of a man
prominent both as an artist and a critic.  He
knows intimately not only the artistic productions
of his own nation, but those of Western Europe,
which enables him to present his subject in a
true perspective.

222 West 42 Street, New York
Send for a list of BORZOI BOOKS

 

 

 

THE HOPE OF GLORY
By William Schuyler, author of "Under Pon
Pilate," A vitally interesting novel by a wr

tlus
iter

who is a great psychologist and philosopher as
well as a master of dramatic natrative.
distinguished performance in the evocation
a vanished age and in the presentation of
character of men who shook and shaped
world," says William Marion Reedy in the
Louis Mirror. $1.50

FIVE MEN AND POMPEY
By Stephen Vincent Benet. A series of dr

e
of

the
the
8t.
net.

am—
atic portraits, being moments in the lives of
Bortorius,  Lucellus, Cicero, Caesar, Crasi
and Pompey, outlining the drama of the
public‘s fall; in blank verse and lyrics of po
and beauty.

read ng for that one thing alone," says the
Angeles Graphic.

sus,
Re—
wor

‘‘The Leve Song of Lucullus is
realliy beautiful and the volume would be worth

Los
0 cents net.

A TALE OF WEST AND EAST
By L. F. Strauss.
for those interested in the problems of cap

A novel of ideas, especially
ital

and labor, socialism, theosophy, and metaphyics.
UA very eriginal book, which rivals the Modern
Symposiam of G. Lowes Dickinson," says
Boston Post. $1.25

IBSEN‘S BRAND

the
net.

Already pronounced by the critics the only
worth—while translation of Thsen‘s masterpi
This is the first authorized translation of
of the world‘s great poems, hitherto not fi
appreciated by English readers, although

ece.
one
ully
con—

sidered by Edmund Gosse, George Brandes ,and
other crities, to be Tbsen‘s most important work,
Tramslated into English verse, rhymed, and in
the original by  Miles M. Daw

$1.50
metre, son.

net,

oo announcement on another page of The Jig of Forslin,

Conrad  Alkon‘s mew book, and write for complete des
tive cataleg of our publications, Including books by
Gould ~Fletoher, Richard Aldington, Gustaf Udd
Robert Alden Sanborn, Elihu  Vedder, and. others.
for sample copy of The Postry Journal.

THE FOUR SEAS COMPANY
Cornhill

erlp—
John
gren,
Ask

Boston    

CAUSES AND CURES

_CRIME
A Popular Study of Criminology
From« the Bio—Social Viewpoint

By THOMAS SPEED MOSBY
Member of the American Bar; Formor Par—
don Attorney, of the State of Missouri;
Member American Institute of Crim—

inal Law and Criminology.

856. Pages, 8vo., 65 ilustrations.
$2,00 Postpaid.

Price,

Thecost of crime in the United States now
amounts to one—third the total cost of the
government, and the burden is yearly increas>
ing. Crime is seven times more prevalent in
this country now, in proportion to population,
than it was sixty years ago.  Avcording to
Professor Rellicott, of Goucher College, one
in every thirty persons in the United States
is now defective or dependent, or both defec—
tive and dependent.
When Blackstone wrote his commentaries

upon the common law of England, he gave as
one of his reasons for so doing a desire to
epitomize, in a manner, and to popularize, an
intricate but important branch of learning,
and at the same time he expressed the belief
that every gentleman ought to be familiar
with the common law.  For a much greater
reason, at this day, every man and woman
who feels an interest in civilization, who pre—
fers racial improvement to racial deterioration
and degencracy, and who would foster the up—
ward. growth ‘of society. rather than ‘witness
its disintegration, must aspire to a degree of
familiarity with the comparatively new science
of criminology.

MASSES BOOK SHOP
33 West 14th Street

New York City   
 

An interpretation, at once scientific and eloquent, of poetry in life, and its relation
to the poetry in literature.

Enjoyment of Poetry
BY MAX EASTMAN, Editor of TuE Masses

§ $1.25 Postpaid THE MASSES BOOK SHOP J  

sunshine, nude, when possible and scan—
tily clad ‘when necessary, without the
everlasting fear of shocking the prude.
I want to eat the wild fruits, nuts and
grains; to fry corn cakes on the sun—
heated rocks and eat them with wild
honey. With the assurance that I could
satisfy my bucolic nature, I want to lull
by the brook in the meadow and watch
the gentle bovine as they nonchalantly
nip the succulent, juicy grasses and
romp like the fawn in the forest.

"But paramount to these pleasures,‘ as
an inducing cause to my strange desire,
is my extreme repugnance to wearing
a high, stiff collar and a heavy uniform
on a hot summer‘s day, lugging baggage
to the thirteenth floor and running
around the lobby paging Mr. Levy, Mr.
Isaacs and Mr. Cohen."

A Wife‘s Troubles

HERE is a letter from the wife of a man

who came ‘out for militarism.  I pass it

on to you. 6. &

[Enclosure.]

"Were I a sentimentalist, I should weep—
ingly assure you that Henry is now offering
me the first Great Disappointment in our Per—
fect Union. As I‘m not, all I can say is that
after all these years he has jumped the track
on me! I took it hard for awhile and made
him as uncomfortable as I could around the
house according to the best traditions of
wifely duty toward an erring spouse.  Then
T finally reflected that he was only one more
of that numerous species of irrational, im—
mature, destructive adult, male biped known

as Man, whom women have made the mistake
all these centuries of treating as though they,

were mature, rational contemporaries. I fur—
thermore decided that the world will never
know anything approaching sanity and civili—
zation—until the ‘above species is exter—
minated and matriarchial dominance re—nau—
gurated.  But as they seem to be attending to

the job ‘of  wholesale  self—destruction for
themselves, I have washed my hands of the
whole outft of them. I feed Henry as of
yore, and pick up after him, and see that he
puts on his rubbers when it rains, and he
fourishes unabashed by my moral disap—
proval, like the wicked and the green bay
tree, but I will not—even falk to him (or any
of his kind) on a subject requiring mature in—
telligence like the war. I reserve all such
discussion for my own rational sex (such of
them as did not take part in the Preparedness

Parade).

"John has been over here for a few days
to see his father, The two of them had a
beautiful  time killing Germans for every
meal !" 
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